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Abstract

The focus of this practicum concentrated on the most recent and least explored area of

domestic violence, namely that of elder abuse. Eight suspected abuse/neglect cases were

screened within a geriatric health ca¡e facility and refer¡ed to this student for further

assessment and intervention over an eleven month period. An ecological approach formed

the basis of assessment and intervention utilizing concepts taken from the child and spouse

abuse literature as well as from some of the cur¡ent elder abuse literature. The evaluation

tools which were used included the quality assurance form on elder abuse and neglect

protocol developed by the Quality Assurance Committee of the Department of Social

Work at Harborview Medical Centre, the eco map and a consumer satisfaction

questionnaire.
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Introduction

"Just as child abuse emerged as a social problem in the 1960's and wife abuse was

identified as a major issue in the 1970's, so abuse of the elderly has become a topic of

interest and concem for the public, joumalists, social scientists, and policy makers in the

1980's" @edrick-Cornell and Gelles, 1981, p.1).

Clearly, we are coming to realize that family violence is not merely limited to a few

sensational events, but is a fundamental part of all family life (Straus et al. , 1980).

Within the context of family violence, this practicum focused on the most recent and

least explored area, namely that of elder abuse.

Studies exploring the area of elde¡ abuse emerged in the late 1970's and early 1980's

and began to reveal that the problem existed with a frequency not reflected by disclosed

complaints and charges (Shell, 1982). As we approach rhe 1990's, the incidence and

etiology continue to be topics of research and there have been some beginning attempts

at formulating assessment and intervention tools based on the cunent, albeit limited state

of knowledge.

As a wo¡ker in a geriatric rehabilitation and extended care facility, this student, along

with other health care providers, have become increasingly more aware of the existence

of abuse. Since an interdisciplinary approach to patient care is practised at this facility,

a wide range of opinions is often expressed in regard to intervention preferences. Some

individuals advocåte a protective, more paternalistic approach while others consider that
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individual family privacy is of paramount importance and intervention should be outside

the bounds of professional mandate. Between these polar views there is a continuum

along which the remainder of opinions are found at varying points.

This diversity of viewpoints is not uncommon and certainly reflects the complex

dynamics and competing values inherent in elder abuse situations. Adding to the

complexity is a lack of standardized legislation and a paucity of empirical knowledge as

well as support resources to deal with the problem.

It is for these reasons that the student selected the subject of elder abuse as a

practicum study. The learning objectives included:

1. Gaining a comprehensive understanding of elder abuse within the

context of family violence through a review of the lite¡ature and practical

experience.

2. Assessing and intervening in suspected elde¡ abuse situations using an

ecological approach.

3. Evaluating the effects the intervention had on the tatget population

through process recordings, eco-maps and use of a client satisfaction

questionnaire, when appropriate.

4. Evaluating student's skill development through the use of process

recordings, supervision sessions with an advisor and the quality assurance



fo¡m on elder abuse and neglect protocol from the Department of Social

Work at Harborview Medical Centre (Tomita, Clark, Williams, and

Rabbitt, 1982).

5. Providing education regarding the dynamics of domestic elder abuse

situations to other health care staff, specifically the interdisciplinary team

members with whom this student works.

6. Becoming an active member of the Winnipeg Municipal Hospital's

committee on elder abuse during the course of the practicum and a social

work representative on the steering committee of the Inter-hospital

Committee on Family Violence.



Literature Review

The study of elder abuse is still developmentally embryonic in comparison to child

and spouse abuse although interest in the subject is escalating with greåt momentum. This

in tum is resulting in a plethora of ongoing published literature on the topic, However

there is little empirical research to date and the descriptive studies are plagued with many

contradictions. Consequently, there is no standardized def,rnition of abuse/neglect, many

contradictions in terms of etiology and little is known about effective assessment and

intervention techniques,

In an attempt to reconcile these difficulties for the purposes of the practicum, this

student chose to take salient features from a variety of articles and formulate a

definitional and profile structure. An ecological assessment framework was developed

from two main lite¡ature sources in which the problem could be comprehensively

explored and from which an intervention plan could be developed. This approach enabled

the student to integrate the main theoretical models found in the literature and formulate

possible intervention approaches at a variety of levels.

The literature review which follows, therefore concentrates on defining the problem,

providing an overview of the nature and scope of the problem and addressing the problem

using an ecological conceptualizåtion.
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Defining the Problem

In an attempt to facilitate an understanding of this very complex area, discussion will

take place under the following sub categories:

1. Problems in defining elder abuse.

2. Impact of legislation on defining the problem.

3. Formulation of a definitional framework for use in a nonlegislated geriatric

facility.

Problems in Defining Elder Abuse

The problems in defining elder abuse are mostly related to interpretation which is

influenced by:

A. Individualized perceptions of abuse or neglect which is often a product of

ethno-cultural influences.

B. Discrepancies among ard within medical, psychological, sociological and

legal perspectives.
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The Impact of Iægislation on DefTning the Problem

In spite of these problems, several provinces and states have implemented legislation

with provisions for a central registry and some have also included mandatory reporting

and intervention. Consequently they have negotiated and established thei¡ own

standardized definitional stn¡cture. However no such standa¡diz¿tion can be seen across

these provinces and states.

In Manitoba, where there is presently no legal mandate to identify and intervene in

situations of elder abuse/neglect', there is also no standardized definitional structure to

serve as a guideline for professionals working in this area.

Consequently a def,rnitional framework was formulated by this student along with

other members of the committee on elder abuse at the Winnipeg Municipal Hospital,

taking into account the fact that there is no legal mandate for reporting and intervention.

Following discussions with the hospital administration the committee decided to redefine

abuse/neglect as unmet care needs of the elderly. Unmet care needs can range from a

benign misunderstanding of ca¡e ne¿ds to more violent acts. The rationale for this

redefinition is as follows:

A. The term abuse/neglect conveys a powerful blaming position and view of

victim-perpetuator which cannot be responded to by the same type of legally

mandated resources which are available in child or spouse abuse situations and

lA 
mandare does exist, howevcr, for legal intervention should sn elde¡ be involved in ô sitùslion of'spouæ abuse grown old'

or de€med incompetent by the provincial peychiatriet.
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those elder abuse situations in provinces and states which have mandated

reporting. These resources include legal protection for professionals and agencies

working in the area as well as mandated community supports fo¡ individuals in

identified abuse situations. It is, therefore, necessary to use engagement skills

which alleviate defensiveness and offer a non-adversarial context in which

individuals who are involved in the abusive situation can be motivated to

paficipate in the intervention.

Redefrnition of abuse/neglect to unmet care needs assists in this process by

eliminating the blaming message. This does not meân that the health care

professional does not support an elder who is expressing anger and blame toward

a care-giver who is being abusive. It me¿¡s that a context of non-judgement is set

up on the part of the professional and agency which will facilitate engagement of

persons who have been identified as receiving abuse/ neglect as well as those

persons who have been identified as contributing to abuse/neglect.

B. In the experience of the committee, which is validated by some of the more

recent literature, most situations referred to as elder abuse/neglect are not fully

explainable in this simplified victim-perpetrator context (Fulmer and O'Malley,

1987). An assessment which utilizes this limiting view can result in an ineffective

intervention plar. Inded, the victim-perperator perspective cån even result in a

very destructive course of intervention.

The committee recognized that there was a significant caveåt accompanying

this redefinition, After years of trying to bring elder abuæ/neglect into public
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awareness and have it recognized as a serious social problem, the risk now existed

for that significanc€ to be minimized to the point where the problem would no

longer receive the reaction and attention it deserved. However, given the

administration's concems regarding possible legal repercussions and the

aforementioned findings of the more recent literature, it was considered a trade-off

that had to be made.

Formulation of a Definitional Framework for Use in a Non-legislated Geriatric

Facility

Unmet ca¡e needs encompass physical, psycho-social and financial issues, all of

which can have abusive or neglectful aspects. The distinction between abuse and neglect

is frequently cited in the literature as:

A, Physical, psycho-social and rtnancial abuse refers to those commissive acts

defined as active intervention by a caretaker such that the unmet needs are created

or sustained with resultant physical, psychological or financial injury (O'Malley,

1983).
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B. Physical, psycho-social and financial ncglect refers to those omissive ads

which occur due to the failure of a caretakel to intervene to resolve significant

needs (adapted from O'MaIley, 1983).

The terms abuse and neglect have been substituted with commissive and omissive acts

in the definitional framework.

Relabelling abuse/neglect as commissive/omissive acts also facilitates a more

realistic appraiul of the severity of the situation. The term abuse seems to automatically

evoke more concern than the term neglect, the assumption being that abuse is harsher or

more serious than neglect, However, it is not the action or lack of action, in and of itself

which determines severity, For example, a non deliberate intent to inflict harm can be

seen when a spouse, attempts to protect his or her partner (who has Alzheime¡'s Disease),

by using restraints to prevent him/her from wandering in the streets at night. While this

example falls into the category of abuse or a commissive act, it does not hold the same

concern as the neglectful or omissive act of a spouse deliberately withholding life-saving

drugs.

As heålth care workers, it is important to attempt to determine, inasmuch as

possible, the degree of intentionality in any act, be it commissive or omissive, following

initial assessment confirming abuse/neglect, since this will influence the intervention

strategy.

2Thc 
term caætuker will be used lo describe thos€ persons who prov¡de any type of service to úe elder, from occassionål

süperv¡sory visits 1o d¡¡ly 'hands on' care. While there is usuålly some form of service providei to the êight eldeÉ in lh¡s study,

it is acknowl€¡ged t¡at th€r¿ ere åbus€heglect situåliona where ¡o ¡mount ofservice is provided.
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It should also be noted that any omissive act which has been determined by a court

of law to be deliberate or intentional is considered commissive.

Caution must be taken when using the following definitional framework or indeed,

any dehnition. Many of the descriptors or behaviours listed could be due to no¡mal

pathology of ageing or have other explanations unrelated to abuse or neglect. The

framework should only be used as a guideline to alert one to the possibility of abuse or

neglect and the need for further, careful investigation.

This student, as a membe¡ of the Winnipeg Municipal Hospital Committee on

Elder Abuse, formulated the following definitional framework which served as the basis

of this practicum and was adopted for use at the Winnipeg Municipal Hospital. As

mentioned, salient and similar features of those definitions established by legislated

Provinces and States were used. Corresponding risk indicators were also included.

There are two parts to the f¡amework:

1. A list of general indicators which c¿n apply to all aspects, (i.e. physical,

psycho-socia.l and financial).

2. Specific câtegorizåtion of physical, psycho-social and financial acts

resulting in unmet care needs with corresponding indicators.



General Indic¿tors

There are certain indicators which can be found in situations of physical

abuse/neglect; psycho-social abuse/neglect; and/or financial abuse/neglect. These are

listed below:

1. Self abuse.

2, Verbal expression of abuse by elder or significant other.

3. Indications in significant other's behaviour that own dependency needs

afe not being met.

4, Circumstances which fo¡ce significant other to provide care.

5. Unemployment of significant other, insufficient funds, significant other's

dependence on elder for housing/money.

6. Certain hostile/frustrated behaviour of significant other such as:

- poor self control

- exaggerated defensiveness, denial

- blaming of elder

- demonstrations of little concern toward elder

7, P¡esence of substance use/misuse/abuse in the client system.

8. P¡esence of mental illness and/or mental impairment, i.e. symptoms such

as suicidal ideation, psychosis, ma¡ia, cognitive impairments.

9. Preænce of poor health or chronic illness in the client system.
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10. Family history which ¡eveals that violence is a family norm, a leamed

behaviour for dealing with anger, shess, interpersonal conflict and frustration.

11. An observed interactional pattem betr,veen elder and significant other

which suggests excessive strain betwe€n them.

12. An unexpected or anticipated event occurring within the family netrvork

which is perceived as a crisis situation.
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Unmet Care Needs: Commissive Acts

PHYSICA.L ÀCÎS INDICÀTORS

1) Hom!cide

PhysÍcal Àssault
- beatlng
- elapping
- hitting
- kicking
- pinching
- burning
- pushlng/shoving
- rough handl ing
- Bhaklng
- pulling hair

Forcing medicatl-on

fnappropriate use of physical
reatrainta causíng physÍcat
harm

Sexual molestation and/or
assault

¿t

3)

4l

s)

2) Unexplained injuries or
explanation inconsistent wit,h
inj uries

Heallng lnjurÍes preBent wlth
new injurieB

History of a variety of doctorg
or treatment centres (,'doctor
hopping" )

Hâematomaa eg., soft apotg,
inner/ouÈer thlgh bruises,
clustered bruiseE as from
repeated striking

3) DrowBine3s and/or confuaion

Rope burns, muscle
contractureE, circulation
problem8, immobility and,/or
weaknees unrelated to
conditioni decubiti (bed sores )

PaÍn, bruiBing, bleeding in
genltal area and/or no apparent
reaEon for difficulty in
walking

4)

s)
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Unmet Care Needs: Commisive Acts

verbal abuse
- shouting
- Ecolding
- dehumanízing and

derogatory comments
- intimidatíon and

coerclon, threatB of
phyEical abuse and/or
inst itutional izat Íon

2) Infantllization

3) Resource abuse¡ Used ag
housekeeper, babysitter,
againat own free wilL or
feeling under preaaure

4) Desertion, threats of
abandonmênt or
inat itutlonal l zat l-on

5) Inducement of fear

Elder demonstrales learned
helpleEsneBs /gu ilt, suggestion
of Low self-eateem, sel f-
degrading comnenta, self-blame,
hesitancy to express own needs

Elder demonstrates withdrawal,
passivity, shame, depression,
expreaaed fear and senge of
hopeleganess or alternatively
Ís overly aggresEive and/or
defengive in behaviour

Presence of "baby talk", toy8,
condescenBion toward elder

Elder feels used, expresEes
lack of recognÍtíon

Elder left alone for Long
periode of time

Elder is hurt and ¡nay expreas
feelings of abandonment

withdrawal, depression,
helpleasness, hopelessness,
fearful reactlons in general
and nore specifically to
caretaker

Excluded from fanily
gatheringgr not permítted to
have friends visit, attend
church, denied accesE !o
grandchildren

2l

3)

4\

s)

PSYCHO-SOCrÀI, ÀCTS

6) fmposed eocial igol-ation 6)
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1) Misappropriat ing an elder'E
liquid assetÊ, real property,
or personal posseasiona by:

Trlckery: Taking control of
an elderra finances
through some form
of coercion

Fraud: Forging an elder's
aignacure, posing
aB elder, misuEe of
funds or property

Thefts Removing money or
posseaElons wíthout
permiesion

ÀLl of these can happen Ín two
ways !

a) Longterm systematic abuse -
Taking cheques and monies
from accounta periodicalLy
and on an ongoing basis

b) short term abuge - sudden
expropriation of property,
perBonal goodB and/or fundE
usually on a large scale

Unmet Care Needs: Commisive Acts

1) Bank account slovrly dwindles,
elder expreEses Bhock,
confuslon, depreasion or
resignation toward f inancial
or material LoaaeB i
frequent expensive purchases
for otherai unemployed or l-ow
income significant others
with need for elder's sheLter
or money

Over-charge for home repairs,
êtc.; ílleqal uge of elder'E
possessiona or property
investments for peraonal gaini
forced to Bign POÀ, change wiJ.l
or BeIl house; no money for
food, clothingi abuser supporta
drug or alcohol dependency wlth
elder's money

Insufficient funde for elder'B
neceaa Ít ies i precipitation of
financíal cris is

Notes In some situationg there
may be no behavioural
lndicators on the eLder' a
par!. since he/she may not
be aware that abuEe ig
occurring



Unmet Ca¡e Needs: Omissive Acts

FINÀNCIÀI, ÀCTS INDICÀÎORS

1) withholding of elder'6 fundg
or lack of provision of
Eufficient fund6

1) No money for food, clothingl
and medical needs

InadequaÈe living environment
and lnabillty to afford social
activities
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Unmet Carc Needs: Omissive Acts

PHYSICÀ¡, ÀCTS IND ICÀTORS

1) withhoLdíng

2) withholdíng of medication
medical services/treatment

wÍthholding functional aids

Inadequate hygiene/personal
care

Inadequate clothing/heating

Lack of aupervlsion and
safety precautions

3)

4)

s)

6)

7l Expoaure to
temperatures

extrene

Malnutrition, emaciation,
dehydration and/or intestinal,/
dlgeBtive problemsi oral and
dental neglect

s]¡mptoms which should be
al.leviated by medicationE are
present; not taken !o physícla
or dentist

3) walker, cane, ÀDL aids

¡{outh sores, unkempt appearance
urine burns and/or decubiti
(bed Bore8 )

clothing in poor condition and/
or inapproprl-ate for seagon

Left unattended for long
periods of timei dangerous
environnenti desertion/
abandonment

Hypo- or hyperthermia

1)

2',

4)

5)

6)

7',)
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Unmet Care Needs: O¡nissive Acls

PSYCHO-SOCIAl, ÀCTS INDICATORS

1) sensory deprivation

a) Phy8lcal - Touch, taste,
sight, EmeI l,
hearing

b) Emotional - social
isolation,
confinement,
deprivation of
supportive human
contact

2) Removal of decision-making
procêss

Elder kept ín dârk, bare roomi
no accesa to books, TV, music
or other forma of stimulationi
denied glassee, hearing aid,
dentures

continuouB withholdÍng of
companl-onship and/or af fection,
exclusion from family
gathêringa or restrÍction of
visiÈors

Caretaker is coLd and curt in
speaking to elder, talks
"around" elder as if not there

Elder not allowed to expreas
opinions or make decieions
regarding hiB/her personaL
weIl-being

Elder shows apathy regarding
decision makingi conatantly
defers declsÍon-making to
caretaker or otherE

1)
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Unmet Care Needs: Omissive Acts

FINÀNCIÀI ÀCTS INDICÀTORS

1) withholding of elder'a funda
or lack of provlelon of
suffícient fund8

1) No money for food, clothlng,
and medical needB

Inadequate Iiving environment
and inability to afford social
activÍtíeE
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Nature and Scope of the Problem

Epidemiolog¡r

There seems to be a general consensus in the recent literature that whatever numbers

a¡e revealed in any given study, it is only a small representation of a larger problem

which is being seen (Shell, 1982). The primary reason for this seems to be related to a

general reluctance on the part of the victim, significant others, as well as health c¿re

professionals to report incidents of abuse. Va¡ious articles discuss this reluctance, much

of which s€ems to be related to the following:

l. Ageism, which is a term referring to the stereotyping of the elderly as sick,

feeble, confuæd, dependent and non productive. Since they are viewed as non

contributing members of society, their needs have not been considered a priority and their

complaints of maltreatment are often dismissed as signs of confusion and senility

(Edwards, 1985; Schlesinger and Schlesinger, 1988).

2. Value of family privacy, which refers to the belief that whatever happens within

the realm of family living should be regarded as a private matter and the right to such

privacy is of paramount importance (Edwards, 1985).

3. Emba¡rassment, fear, shame on the part of the elder and/or the abuse¡ to reveal

the problem a¡e reasons that a¡e frequently cited for under-reporting (Shell, 1982), While

loyalty does not se€m to have been mentioned specifically in the elder abuse literature,
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it is cited by P. Cohen as another explanation for under-reporting and resistance to

intervention in any area of domestic abuse/neglect (Cohen, 1984). Considering the strong

values of family loyalty and loyalty to God and church held by many elderly, this could

even be a stronger force in elder abuse than in child and spouse abuse.

4. Denial of the problem, which refers to the difficulty our society has in believing

that elder abuse could actually happen - an occufTence which runs conÍary to the mores

of our society. Comments such as the following illustrates this point: "It took clinicians

a long time to accept the existence of child abuæ and wife abuse. The current

preoccupations reflect values which lead to the belief that it is unacceptable to beåt a wife

and horrible to beat a child, but nobody beats an aged parent" @athbone-McCuan, 1982).

5. t¿ck of a standardized definition which makes recognition of some types of abuse

difficult (Giordano and Giordano, 1986; Pedrick-Cornell a¡d Gells, 1981).

6. l¿ck of a legal mandate and support resourc€s. In view of this, many individuals

who have identified an abuse situation don't respond for fear of legal repercussions and

a lack of appropriate services to deål with the problems they find (Shell, 1982).

In spite of the many difficulties associated with gathering data on incidents of abuse,

many studies have attempted to establish approximate numbers. Studies done in Canada

and the United States estimate that the abused elderly constitute anywhere from 2-5Vo of

the elderly population. This estimate is considered to be very conservative.
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The most comprehensive study done in Manitoba was completed by D. Shell in 1982.

Interviews (N = 105) were conducted within all regions of the province (Winnipeg

Central, Norman, Interlake, Parklands, Westman, and Eastman) thereby representing both

rural and urban areas and populations ethnically and socio-economically diverse.

Respondents were public health nurses, social workers, psychiatric nurses, Victorian

Order of Nurses, registered nurses in the home care programs as well as hospital s€ttings,

police officials, doctors, lawyers and clergy members. The report states that 18,000

(15%) of the 120,000 people in Manitoba over the age of 65 years receive some form of

care from informal care providers o¡ home service agencies. The 402 cases of elder

abuse reported in this exploratory study suggests th at at least 2 .2Vo of these 1 8 , 000 people

are experiencing some form of abuse/neglect. Since the well elderly population are not

included in this study, it can be hypothesized the some portion of this population are

experiencing some form ofabuse, adding further strength to the argument that 2.2 percent

is an unde¡estimation of the problem. Findings from a more recent Canadian study reveål

a 4 percent figure @odnieks, Pillemer, Nicholson, Schillington and Frizzell, 1989).

Profile of the Victim and Abuser

Some fairly consistent findings which can present a profile of both the victim and

abuser are now emerging from a variety of studies @ouglas, 1983; Block and McGath,

1985; Edwards, 1985; Rounds, 1984; Shell, 1982).

The identified victim is most often female, over 75 years of age, living in close

proximity to or with the identified abuser (usually for a period of ten years or longer),
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is mentally or physically impaired to some degree, isolated from social contâcts, and is

usually reluctant to report abuse/neglect.

The identified abuser is most often a caretaker, a family member (studies differ in

their findings as to whether the family member is most often a spouse, son or daughter)

and is mentally, physically, or emotionally impaired (eg. ineffective coping skills)

themselves and is oftentimes dependent on alcohol or drugs.

Caution must be exerciæd when profiling victims and abusers. While many studies

support the presence of the listed characteristics, there are studies which have

demonstrated the presence of these characteristics in many non-abusing situations. The

usefulness of profiling is limited to heightening awareness of possible risk indicators in

situations which deserve further investigation.

Etiology

As outlined by Pillemer and Wolfe (1986),, there se€m to be three main competing

theories in the literature which attempt to explain the reasons for elder abuse as it relates

to family or domestic abuse/neglect. In reviewing the models, however, the question

arises as to the næd for viewing these theories as competitive or mutually exclusive.

Indeed, as Gelles a¡d Straus (1979) indicate, it is unlikely that one theoretical base will

provide a comprehensive, all inclusive explanation ofelder abuse. Rather, there is reason

to believe that different forms of elder abuse may be explained by different theories or

combinations of theories (Giordano and Giordano, 1986). Notwithstanding this, however,

these theories will be presented separately for the purposes of clarity.
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The three main theories discussed by Pillemer and Wolfe (1986) are presented

separately here for the purpose of clarity. However, since this student will be viewing

the phenomena of elder abuse in an ecological context, they will not be seen as mutually

exclusive but rather as being interrelated with circular movement between and among

them.

Tlu Siruuional Mùcl

This model app€ârs to be the most widely accepted and is derived from the

theoretical base associated predominantly with child abuse. The basic premise is "as the

stress associated with certain situational factors increases for the abuser, the likelihood

increases for abusive acts directed at a vulnerable individual who is seen as being

associated with the stress" @illemer and Wolfe, 1986).

The situational va¡iables which have been linked with abuse of the elderly include the

following (which are presented separately but are interactive in nature):

A, Elder-reløedfanors such as physical and emotional dependency, poor health,

impaired mental status and a 'dfficult personaliry'

These points have been discussed in several articles. Many studies have found a

positive correlation between physical/ emotional dependency of an elder and the incidenc€

of abuse/ neglect. Block and sinoft (1979) and Rathbone-Mccuan (1980) conrend thar

the responsibility of caring for a dependent, elderly ¡elative can provoke family stress

which in tum can ¡esult in abuæ/neglect,
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Schlesinger and Schlesinger (1988) discuss mutual resentment of a caretaker and a

dependent elder. While the ca¡etaker may want to do 'the right thing", they may also be

faced with multiple responsibilities to spouse, children and grandchildren. The additional

duties involved with the increasing dependency of an elder may cre¿te such intolerable

stress and exhaustion in the c¿¡etaker that an abuse/neglect situation results. In turn, the

elder may resent his/her growing dependency and loss of control such that they become

withdrawn and unmotivated, forcing further responsibilities onto the caretaker.

Altemately, some elders may act out this resentment by displacing their anger and

frustration on the caretåke¡ which in turn accelerates the caretaker's own resentment.

It should be noted, however, that Pillemer found it was not dependency of the elder

but rather dependency of the ca¡etaker on the elder which correlated with elder

abuse/neglect. Perhaps this discrepancy can be partially explained by the methodologies

uæd. Interviews in the Block, Sinott (1979) and Rathbone-McCuan (1980) studies were

conducted with the ca¡etaker whereas the most recent Pillemer study @illemer and

Tinkelhor, 1989) consisted of a 45 minute interview with only the elder.

Wolfe et al., (1982) refers to the possibility of a "web of mutual dependency"

which the elder and ca¡etaker a¡e locked into together. This perspective offers an

altemative to the notion of blaming either the elder or the ca¡etaker and may have more

explanatory power for many situations which have been identified as elde¡ abuse because

of its interactional view.
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B. Structural factors which ínclud¿:

i) Economic strain

With regard to economic strain, many studies, such as the one done by

Shell in 1982 have found that finarcial abuse is the most common form of

abuse. Studies such as the ones discussed by Pillemer and wolfe (198ó)

cite a lack of financial resources as the reason identified by abusive

caretakers to be a common source of pressure which they believe

contributed toward the abusive action taken. This pressure can take several

forms. In some situations, families contribute a great deal of support to

home maintenance, health care (more of a concern in the States than in

Canada) and other needs of the elderly, while attempting to maintain their

own standa¡d of living. Other situations involve women, usually the

designated caretaker, having to give up their job in order to care for the

elder. Not only does this reduce the family income, but it may create

resentment on the part of the caretaker in having to leave ajob which was

important to her (Schlesinger and Schlesinger, 1988; Steinmetz, 1978;

Block and Sinnot, 1979; lau and Kosberg, 1979). Oftentimes, mutual

dependency may exist with finances as a factor such that the elder offers

flnancial security in retum for caregiving sewices. Abuse can result when

a caretaker needs this security but does not or cannot provide the care

required,
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ii) Social Isolation

rilith regard to social isolation, Pillemer and Wolfe's study (1982) indicated

a relationship between social isolation and elder abuse where abused elders

had significantly less contact with others and significantly less satisfaction

with their social relationships than did thei¡ non-abused counterparts. This

factor appears to be consistently identified as a contributing factor

pertaining to all forms of family abuæ/neglect.

iii) Environmental Problems

Environmental problems such as quality of housing, lack of community

support services and crowded living conditions can also precipitate stress

and lead to violence singly or in combination with other factors

(Schlesinger and Schlesinger, 1988).

iv) Caretaker Related Factors which include the following:

Life crisis/burnout - As Schlesinger and Schlesinger (1988) state, "the

dramatic change which can occur when a frail elde¡ly parent moves in with

a family already struggling in several areas of family life crisis, produces

intenæ stress". Also, "in many situations there is no history of close ties

and sometimes little or no involvement. The sudden appearance of a

dependent elder under these circumstances can precipitate stress and
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frustration without the love and friendship necess¿ì.ry to counteract the new

responsibilities of the caretaker" (p. 104).

Steinmetz (1978) and Block and Sinnot (1979) poinr out that in most

situations the responsibility 'for caregiving rests with the woman, who is

usually middle-aged or, in some cases, elderly herself. These women a¡e

generally still actively involved in meeting the needs of spouses, children

or grandchildren or they are at the point of relinquishing some of these

responsibilities in order to pursue their own educational, occupational or

¡ecreational goals (goals which may have been deferred for long periods

of time while they have tended to the ne€ds of rhek family.) This added

responsibility can, therefore, be met with much resentment and frustration.

Substance abuse - Many studies, as stated by Schlesinger and Schlesinger

(1988), have shown alcohol and drug abuse, as well as mental impairment

on the part of abusers, to be a significant factor in abuse.

Violence as a coping mechanism - Previous social leaming of violence as

a coping mechanism, cycle of violence or transgenerational violence, with

its roots in social learning theory, permeates the literature as an explanation

fo¡ all forms of family abuæ/neglect. l¿u and Kosberg (1979),

Rathbone-McCuan (1980), a¡d Steinmetz (1979) all stare that pattems of

violence have been shown to be passed down from one generation to the

next and violence is viewed as a normative response to stress. One study

revealed that 0.2170 of children reared non-violently were found to be
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abusive, as compared to as many as 50% who were reared violently

(Schlesinger and Schlesinger, 1988).

It should be noted that not all studies have supported the aforementioned variables

as possible causal factors in elde¡ abuse. However, Pillemer and Wolfe (1986) state that

these differences in findings do not necessarily compromise the efficacy of the situational

model, They offer two main reasons for the inconsistent fit between the situational model

and some of the empirical data:

1) Certain methodological problems continue to plague elder abuse studies i¡
general. Definitions of abuse vary from study to study. Samples have been small,

non-representative, and few studies have used comparison groups. Some studies have

focused on only one particular type of abuse.

2) Portions of the model may not be applicable to elder abuse in all its forms.

This model has been uæd in elder abuse with the assumption that elder abuse, child abuse

and other forms of intra-family violence sha¡e some obvious similarities, and therefore

can all be explained by the same theories. This assumption, however has not be€n tested.

Pillemer and Wolfe (1986) state that one of the main reasons for the popularity of the

situational model is its amenability to intervention and prevention techniques, at le¿st in

part, by addressing the structural stresses of any given situation (eg. ca¡etaker

education/support groups, respite programs, home care services, etc.).
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bcial hclwtge Tlæory

Social exchange theory is based on the premise that "social interaction involves

the exchange of rewa¡ds and punishments betwe€n at leåst two people and that all

individuals seek to maximizÊ rewards and minimize punishments in thei¡ interaction with

each other" @illemer and Wolfe, 198ó).

The system operates on checks and balances and the inte¡action conforms to the norm

of reciprocity which implies that each person has rights as well as duties to the other.

P¡oblems arise when, over time, one or more participants feel that the exchange is not

equal. Philips (1980) refers to this imbalance as power. The more indep€ndent person,

who is perceived as giving more rewards than receiving them has the power advantage

which, translated in an abuse situation, he/she uses to manipulate or be unjust to the

more dependent participant. t¿u and Kosberg (1979) offer, as an example, the situation

of a caretaker who inflicts punishment as a means of revenge for real or perceived abuse

they received as a child at the hands of the elder.

As a person ages, his/her physical/mental capaUititles lessen and he/she becomes

progressively less able to reciprocate rewards. He/she is thought to lose their power base

with this process. In an attempt to compensate for this, some elders consciously or

unconsciously use their failing healttr as a meåns of obliging those close to them to

continue providing the rewards they feel they need. However, this can generate combined

feelings of guilt and resentment on the part of the ca¡etaker and serve as an eventual

breeding ground for abuse.
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Applied on a larger scale, Steinmetz (1979) states that historically, any group

which is perceived as politically and economically weak, as are the elderly in our society,

do not receive an equal share in the allocation of resources.

Empirical suppo¡t for the exchange paradigm is not at all conclusive. pillemer and

Wolfe (1986) state that while mo¡e studies are beginning to use the paradigm as a partial

theoretical base in explaining elder abuse, more development and testing are needed.

Symbo lic I nt e rac'ti onism

Symbolic interactionism is based on the assumption that social interaction is a

process between at leåst two individuals that occurs over time and consists of identifiable

phases that are recurring, intenelated and loosely æquenced. It also requires constant

negotiation and renegotiation to establish a "working consensus" (actually in the form of

disagreement rather than agreement) about the symbolic meaning of the encounter

@illemer and Wolfe, 1986). Extrapolating from McCall and Simmons (1966) the phases

of symbolic interactionism include:

1) Cognitive phase - each individual assigns meanings to the encounter, based on

cultural beliefs, past experiences, and currently salient ¡oles. As each individual defines

the situation based on perceived images of self and the other, expectancy sets are

developed. An interchange follows and feedback is then received and redeFrnition or

affirmation of perceptions follows.

2) Expressive phase - each participant displays behaviours that a¡e consistent with the

roles as they are improviæd and imputed. Role synchrony occurs when each person has

a similar definition of the situation and has improvised and imputed role identities that are
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meshed (eg. the child who takes on the parental role and places the parent in a child role

and the parent accepts this). Role asynchrony, conversely, occurs when there is a

mismatching of either the definition of the situation o¡ role identities that are assigned by

each participant. An example of this would be an unresolved filial crisis where the child

is unable to see the parent in any other way than in the parent role, even when the

parent's ageing process renders her/him more dependent and childlike (hw and Kosberg,

1979; Block and Sinnot, 1979).

3) Evaluation process - involves consensus negotiation as participants alter their own

behaviours and expectations.

Within the context of symbolic interactionism, elder abuse can be conceptualized as

an inadequate or inappropriate ¡ole enactment arising from cognitive processes that alter

role improvisation and imputation fo¡ both the elder and abuser (unless the elder is either

cognitive or physically unable to participate in the process, in which case only the

cognitive processes of the abuser are involved).

Empirical testing of this model is difficult since it deals with cognitive processes and

individual symbolic meanings.

Simila¡ to some of the ea¡lier literature on child and spouse abuse, many of the

factors identified in all three of these theoretical models have found both support and

non-support in a variety of studies, which may, once again, be related to the

'methodologies which reflect a conceptualizâtion of elder abuse which is predominantly

¡eductionistic and linear.
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Addressing the hoblem

Iævels of Possible lntervention

Hudson (1988) states that intervention as it relates to domestic elder abuse cân occur

at three levels - the micro, mezzo and macro levels.

Briefly, the mezzo and macro levels refe¡ to education, research and policy making,

With regard to education, Hudson discusses the necessity of promoting awareness of the

problem to politicians, family and friends of the elderly as well as local communities.

He also includes educ¿tion and training programs for professionals who are directly

involved with detection and intervention such as health care workers, law enforcement

officers and administrators. With regafd to policy making, Hudson refers to legislation

which encompasses mandatory reporting and/or the development of a central registry as

well as the development of support services (eg. shelters, homecare, daycare, respite

services, crisis line, legal and advocacy programs). Abuse at the institutional level is also

discusæd.

The micro level, which is the level applying to this practicum, refers to the direct

intervention with the client system.

It has only been in the last few years that attempts have been made to develop a

systematic means of assessing and intervening in suspected situations of elder abuse,

Once again, however, because of a lack of empirical knowledge, definitional problems,

and inconsistencies with regard to legislation, there is no standa¡dized approach being

practised by those agencies and he¿lth care facilities dealing with elder abuse.
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With regard to a hospital based system of assessment and intervention, a few

protocols have been developed recently, mostly by those states and provinces with

mandatory reporting and c€ntral registry requirements. Presently, in Manitoba, the only

protocol available is a four page inært for abuæd or neglected elderly persons in the

Domesîic Violence Protocol Manual for Social Workers in Heabh Facilities (1982).

However, attempts have been made by various agencies and health care facilities

throughout Manitoba to develop more comprehensive protocols.

The Winnipeg Municipal Hospital is one such health c¿re facility where, in the

absence of any legislation, attempts were made to develop a protocol for screening,

assessment and intervention. Draft copies of the screening and assessment tools can be

found in Appendix A and B. The screening tool was developed by the committee on

Elder Abuse/Neglect at the Winnipeg Municipal Hospital and the assessment tool was

developed by a Masters Social Work student, Susan Allardyce, at the University of

Manitoba. This paficular assessment tool has an ecological orientation and as such,

enables the Social Worker to view the dynamics and organize the intervention within this

context. Unfortunately these tools were both in the process of being developed at the

same time as the clinical portion of this practicum was taking place and consequently were

not available for use during the practicum. Both tools are now in the process of being

tested. In addition there has been a growing interest on the part of the provincial

govemment which has prompted the formulation of a discussion paper from the minister

responsible for senior citizens in Manitoba with province-wide consultation. The results

of this will likely become known ove¡ the next year. Financing has also been made
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available for the establishment of an elder abuse resource centre which recently

commenced operation in Winnipeg.

Impact of Mandatory Reportirg on Intervention

It has been argued by Katz (1979-80) and othe¡s that mandatory reporting is

undesirable because the definition of elder abuse/neglect is too broad and varied, and

there are many implications for professionals in terms of legal repercussions, Also it is

considered by many to be an invasion of the rights of competent elders including the right

to put themselves at risk. Conversely, it is argued that crimes must not go unreported and

that there is an obligation to protect the most vulnerable members of society. As well,

it is suggested that mandatory reporting might take some of the burden of decision-making

f¡om individual professionals in the field (Government of Canada, 1989). This notion,

however, has been questioned by Matlow and Mayer, who a¡e members of the Beth

Israel's Elder Abuse Assessment teâm in Massachusetts. They state that "although many

of the dilemmas and ethical questions that faced social workers in the state before the

advent of the reporting law continue to exist, new ones have now been added.

Furthermore, with current legal, financial, and political systems changing rapidly, social

workers may have diff,rculty adjusting to the systems confines and at the same time

upholding the basic tenets of their profession. " (Matlaw and Mayer, 1986).

The Discussion Paper on Eldcr Aåuse published by the government of Canada (1989)

also cautions that suitable support systems should be in place prior to the estâblishment
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of mandantory reporting and there should be a means for screening and assessment within

the context of a inter-disciplinary team which would be responsible for assessment,

reporting and review of suspected abuse/neglect cases. It is also recommended that those

who would be responsible for reporting should also be immune from lawsuits. Above all,

the paper emphasizes that resp€ct for quality of life and autonomy of the elder should

always be paramount. The suggestion is made for abuæ/neglect to be reported through

a protective social service agency rather than a law enforcement agency since this method

would be seen as less punitive and more therapeutic. Emphasis is placed on the risk of

damaging a working relationship through mandatory reporting.

The paper also states that there are arguments for and against protective legislation,

Katz (1979) and other rese¿rchers as well as some senio¡ groups argue that enacting

protective legislation for elders promotes ageism in that it equates advanced age with

incompetence with regard to making decisions for themselves. Altemately, the paper

suggests that most abused/neglected elders are generally less physically, psychologically

and/or cognitively competent than other seniors and are typicålly older and more

dependent than those seniors who advocåte for self-determination. While much of the

literature seems to concur with the notion that the less able elderly being at greater risk,

some studies do not support this finding @illemer and Wolfe, 1986).

Concluding remarks in the discussion paper summarize this dilemma by stating, "If

we bypass their [the elders'] right to determine where they want to live and with whom,

we are denying their adulthood. On the other hand, by allowing them to be coerced into

remaining in a possibly fatal situation, we are partners in crime" (Govemment of Carada,

1989).
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The Elder Abuse Diagnosis and Intervention Model Proposed by Tomita and Quinn

The Tomita and Quinn Protocol was the most comprehensive assessment and

intervention tool available at the time of this practicum.

It formed the baæ of the pmcticum but was given a greater ecological orientation

by combining it with the ecological conceptualization of abuse/neglect proposed by J,

Belskey in the child abuse literature (1980). A copy of the protocol and audit can be

found in Appendix C. As described by Tomita and Quinn (1986), this model consists of

a diagnostic and intervention phase and has derived its theoretic¿l roots primarily from

the traditional psychosocial approach (Sambrill, 1983; l,owry, 1957; Quinn, 1970) crisis

intervention (Golan, 1978, 1979; Parod, 1971; Rappaport, 1962, 1970) and psychiatric

diagnostic techniques (Follstein and McHugh, 1975; Goodwin and Guze, 1984; Kahn,

Goldfarb, Pollock and Peck, 1960; Katz et al, 1963).

Assessncnt Phase

Diagnostic Phase I

1. Refenal - The motivation of the refenal source must be determined whenever

possible. If an agency is the refeÍal source, there must be a mutual understanding of role

expectations and agency mandate.

2, Preparation for initial contact - According to crisis theory, there must be a

repertoire of engagement skills available to the practitioner, which serve to address the
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client's need to experience a reduction in his/her distress. The language chosen by the

practitioner must be appropriate to eâch member of the client system.

3. First contact - The main goals of the first contact are obtaining access and

alleviating fear, The practitioner must not assume that he/she will be welcomed by either

the victim or abuser. By alleviating fear and being perceived as helpful, the practitioner

will have a better chance of enlisting the client's willingness to engage in a treatment

situation. A hospital setting offers the added opportunity of greater accessibility to the

elder and significant others,

Diagnastic Phase II
l. Client interview - This should be done alone, as most clients will not reveal much

if another person is present.

2, Caretaker interview - This should be done as soon after the elder's interview as

possible.

3. Data collection - Comparisons are made between the individual assessments and

discrepancies noted. A tentative diagnosis is then made of:

- no evidence for abuse/neglect

- suspicion of neglect

- suspicion of abuse

- positive for abuse/neglect
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Intenenrion Phase

According to Tomita and Quinn (1986), following the assessment, clients will fall into

one of four categories:

l. capable and consenting to treatment

2, capable and non-consenting

3. incapable and consenting

4. incapable and non-consenting

The context in which the term capable is used can be equated with the legal term of

competency. Initial screening for possible competence problems can be assessed by the

mini-mental status exam found in Appendix C. However, more careful assessing will

need to be done in many situations over a period of time and will require physician and

psychiatric involvement.

In Manitoba, a person can only be deemed incompetent by the Provincial Psychiatrist

who bases his assessment on the attending physician's report and a psycho-social report.

Competency remains a very complex and difficult issue as not all cases fall into the

"clearly competent" and "clearly incompetent" categories. Many situations fall into a

grey zone where the person is comp€tent with some levels of problem solving and

decision making but not with others (eg. cirnnot manage own finances but câ.n weigh the

general pros and cons of his/her living situation and make a decision about whether or not

to move). However, once a person is deemed incompetent, he legally loses the right to
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make decisions in all a¡eas of his/her life. Competency is an issue which deserves closer

attention but in the meåntime, we as health care providers oftentimes stn¡ggle in the grey

zane, of "not clearly competent or incompetent'.

There are three possible courses to the intervention phase:

1. Cns¡s - Usually a one time intervention with resulting referral for short-term or

long-term treåtment.

2. Shon-term - Usually 3-6 months in duration with 8-12 contâcts.

3, Long+erm - Usually lasting for two yeårs or longer.

Since the duration of this practicum was anticipated to be 6-10 months, a brief

description will follow on the short-term intervention,

Shon+e¡m Tleat ncnt

Treatment suggestions, as noted by Tomita and Quinn (1986), are the result of a

,review of the literature on counselling, child abuse and domestic violence in combination

with direct field experiences. The guidelines are general and are not meant to represent

proven methods for treating all aspects of elder abuse and neglect. The effect of

separating the identified victim from the identified abuser remains an unsettled issue for

child and spouse abuse and is becoming apparent now with elder abuse. Tomita and

Quinn suggest that counselling techniques addressing the needs of both the elder and

identified abuser should be learned. The goal of providing counselling is to stop the

abuse and is based on social leaming theory, which holds that behaviours are leamed from

one's family oforigin, culture, and prior experiences. These behaviours, it is contended,

can be unlearned and replaced \ryith acceptable altematives. It should be noted, however,
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that there are c€rtrÀin situations where this does not apply. That is, when the

psycho-pathology of the abuser is such that there is no prospect of change. However

these particular situations appeff to be very rare.

A. Counselling the client - The practitioner should be aware of the client's resistance

to change which may be related to a sense of loyalty, guilt, shame, fear of consequences

or low self-esteem. Courtesy and resp€ct for different values, trust, privacy,

confidentiality and above all, acceptance of the client's informed choices are essential to

the therapeutic process.

Propoæd intervention options include reålity testing, assisting with re-structuring the

elder's environment, utilization of educational and prevention models to develop client

foresight, provision of concrete assistance services as well as indirect intervention which

may consist of documentation, reporting and refenal to another profession or agency.

B. Counselling the identified abuser - Emphasis is put on understanding the dynamics

of the abusive situation (eg. lack of information, stress on the caretaker, cycle of family

violence, degree of intentionality of acts, interactional pattem and expectations between

elder and identified abuser, etc.). This helps to alleviate blame and see the abuser as a

person entangled in an abusive situation. Depending on assessment, several approaches

are suggested:

- In situations whe¡e the abuser is involved, a plan can be developed where repeated

home or office visits can be arranged to evaluate the identified abuser's functional
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capabilities, clarify role expectations, reduce conflict and assist families in communication

and decision making.

- An educational plan which provides information on the elder's capabilities and

limitations, the process of ageing in general and/or resource counselling regarding

available support services. Phases of abuse a¡e outlined to the identifled abuser (i.e.

tension building -' explosion or acute abuse/neglect .., loving, regret, respite phase). The

practitioner explains that these phases become repetitive and eventually results in an

escalation in severity and frequency.

- Resource linkage with respite services.

- Monitoring for crisis - contact people should be available to help identified abusers

if they feel they are getting into trouble.

Demonstrating understanding and empathy but insisting on accountability are the

primary goals of the practitioner.

C. Termination - Termination should usually be discussed in the first interview and

goals of termination should be realistic (eg. gradual weaning may be necessary).

Common oversights are made during intewention and the authors point out the

importance of not câstigating oneself since much decision-making in the area of elder

abuse is still primarily

based on clinical judgement.
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Direct Assessment and Intervention with an Fæological Approach

"We know that to treat families we have to understand the family's ecological context,

including specific psychological problems of individual members and social stresses and

supports' (Straus, 1988).

Dealing with a problem in an ecosystemic context, by definition, requires that the

family be seen as a co-evolutionary ecosystem located in evolutionary time space.

Ecosystemics oppose the truth and dualism (i.e. right and wrong) of a reductionistic way

of viewing a problematic situation (Auerswald, 1987). Rather it assumes an incongruity

or lack of synchrony among those who a¡e seeking help and requires an attitude which

is not value laden on the part of the practitioner. Outcomes or goals are determined by

the family member(s) themselves with the help of the practitioner. "As data accumulates,

clusters of similar kinds ofproblem definitions form, and a spontåneous system emerges

that differentiates forms of distress germane to all families - to families from differing

ethno-cultural and socioeconomic environments and idiosyncratically, to families who

reside in the community served by the delivery system" (Auerswald, 1987, p,236).

Due to the complex dynamics inherent in most domestic abuse/neglect situations and

also the reluctance of most elders to cut themselves off entirely from their families (or

family equivalent) this practicum focused on assessment and intervention within an

ecological context which included worhng with the elders as well as family members or

significant others who had identified involvement in the abusive situation, with the

permission of the elder, wheneve¡ possible.
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tulsk¿t\ kological lruegraion of Qrild Maltreanæru

When tracing the development ofunderstanding and knowledge ofchild abuse, certain

problems emerged which parallel problems cunently being seen in the study of elder

abuse. One major difficulty was that much of the research with regard to etiology was

conflicting.

Jay Belskey explained this dilemma by postulating that there was not likely one single

factor which would explain abuse but rather a number of factors at various levels which

come together at a certain point and evolve into an abusive situation. He contended that

the only way of truly understanding and increasing the predictability of child abuse is

through the explicit detailing of this dynamic process.

Baæd on this, he delineated a conceptual framework for child abuse which integrates

divergent etiological viewpoints stressing the combination of psychological disturbance

in parents, abuæ eliciting characteristics of children, dysfunctional pattems of family,

interaction, stress inducing social forces, and abuse promoting cultural values. Abuse in

this context is seen as a social-psychological phenomena which is determined by intra and

interrelations between four levels of analysis defined as:

1) otogenic or individual development

2) microsystem or family system

3) exosystem or community system

4) macrosystem or larger societal, cultural system.

Etiological factors are seen as being "nested" or embedded within one another at these

four levels (Belskey, 1980).
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This framework can easily be applied to elder abuse and indeed may have greater

explanatory and predictive power than the individual three models described earlier by

Pillemer and Wolfe (1986) since many aspects of all three models in addition to other

factors can be seen within Belskey's four levels of analyses.

In an attempt to illushate this dynamic process the following example was formulated

by this student for presentation to the Elder Abuse Committee at the Winnipeg Municipal

Hospital:

A middle-aged woman who was physically abused by her father (otogenic

level) managed to raise her own children without abuse because of a

reasorably stable economic and emotional environ¡nent (microsystem level) ,

involvemew wilh community suppon resources such as a parenÍ's group

and various reøeationûl groups þr herself, her husband and children

(exosystem level). All of thß occurred during the 1980's when society had

been experiencing a heighten¿d awareness and unacceptance of child abwe

which prompted the developmeru of progratns and resources at all three

levels to counteract iÍs occurrence (macrosystem), However, the woman's

husband dies in his mid fonies and the fwnity's econamic and. emotional

secuiry becomes severely threatened (microsystem). At the same time, her

father, has been having some dfficulry managing in the communiry, offers

to move iwo her home and pay her a monîhly amount sfficient to maintain

the farnily in the home. She agrees becawe she needs thc money bw has

atnbivalew Íeelings about taking care of her father, In addition to nzeding
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the money, she does feel sotry for him and guihy about the idea of not

trying to help him. However she also feels resentîul and angry abow the

way he treated her when she was a child and in n¿ed of his suppon. Living

apan, they h.ave maintain¿d a civil relationship. Now they are in day to

dny contact with eath oth¿r and he aîtempts ro establish the søne rules they

lived by whcn she was a child. However, she rebels against his efons n
exercise control and the tension escalates within the newþ formed fatnily

(or microsystem). At the satne time home care is contacted (exosystem) but

has only limited resources duc to goverrunent cutbacks which have occurred

because oth¿r social prograns have been deemed more of a prioriry since

greater value has been attached to target groups other than the elderly

(macrosystem).

The potential now exists for the evolution of an abusive or neglectful situation, not

because of any one factor but because of the way in which many facto¡s in each system

level have come together at a particulff point in time.

This situation is only one example which attempts to illustrate the interactive nature

of abuse and at this point in time we can only speculate as to the possible explanatory

power ofany particulff combination. Extensive testing would need to be done once the

various combinations were offered as hypothesis.
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Summary

This literature review demonsEates that the study of elder abuse is still

developmentally in its infancy. Definitional problems, conflicting resedch and a paucity

of consistent and comprehensive guidelines fo¡ assessment and intervention chanctenze

the literature at this point in time.

However, many of these problems, which at one point were identified as diff,iculties

with the studies of both child and spouse abuse, can be ameliorated when framed in an

ecological context, as exemplified by Belskey.

Consequently, this practicum, which focuses on the micro level of intervention

(Hudson, 1988) will utilize an existing protocol (Tomita and Quinn, 1986) for assessment

and intervention and expand upon it, using the four levels of analysis proposed by

Belskey during the assessment and intervention phases.

The student acknowledges that this only represents a first step in attempting to gain

a more comprehensive understanding of the problem and provide a variety of points of

intervention. The challenge ofdeveloping testing methods which evaluate the explanatory

and predictive power of various combinations of factors within and betwe€n each level

of analysis is left to the researchers,
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Design of the Prac{icum

The Setting

The setting for this practicum study was the Winnipeg Municipal Hospital which is

a 340 bed geriatric rehabilitation and extended care facility including the King Edward,

Princess Elizabeth, King George and Day Hospitals.

There is an inpatient and outpatient component which is serviced by the physician in

charge as well as other health care professionals including nursing, occupational therapy,

physiotherapy, speech therapy, pastoral care, recreational therapy, home care, dietary and

social work.

The student was well oriented to this setting, having been a social worker at the

Winnipeg Municipal Hospital for nearly eight years.

Clients

The clients included inpatients from the King George, Princess Elizabeth and King

Edward Hospitals as well as ouÞatients from the Day Hospital over the age of 60 years.

The definitions and indicators given earlier, served as general guidelines in

determining the existence of suspected abuse/neglect. Based upon these guidelines,

referrals were made to this student by any of the aforementioned disciplines with the

permission of the attending physician. Those situations which had no family or
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equivalent family context (eg. one time assault, robbery by a stranger) were not included

sinc€ the focus of the practicum was domestic or family abuse/neglect.

Eight situations were identified as positive for abuse/ neglect over the eleven month

period in which this practicum took place. Some clients required ongoing treatment

following the practicum and these were referred to the appropriate sources.

Intervention

There were four main factors which guided the intervention:

1. Social work is a voluntary, secondary service in this medical setting. People do

not expect and in some cases, do not want to be involved in an in-depth psychosocial

assessment and therapy.

2. There is no legal mandate as there is with child and spouse abuse, to investigate

and work with situations which have been identified as suspected abuse/neglect. The only

two exceptions to this are "spouse abuse grown old", where elder abuse is seen as a

subset of general spouse abuse and situations where a person is considered incomp€tent

and in need of legal guardianship.

3. The "secrecy" element discussed e¿rlier makes it diffrcult to engage the identified

victim, let alone the identified abuser. In an attempt to facilitate the engagement process,
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this student found it useful to reframe elder abuse/ neglect in the context of "stressful

situations which result in unmet ca¡e needs".

4. We don't know enough about elder abuse to proceed with any certainty that we are

doing what is best. The only definitive premises used to guide our actions at this point

are "Do no harm" and "choose the leåst restrictive alternative".

As discussed, intervention with patients and whenever possible, their family or

equivalent family included an assessment, intervention and termination phase based on an

ecological systems model.

The process of these phases can be seen in the flow chart presented in Appendix

D(Fulmer and O'Malley, 1987).

Assesvnent phase

As mentioned, the assessment was comprised of parts of the Tomita and Quinn

assessment model (1986) and additional questions pertaining to all four levels of analysis

as proposed by Belskey (1982). Such questions were designed to elicit information which

would enable exploration of the issues discussed in the literature review with regard to

the various theoretical speculations (eg. cycle of violence, role incongruencies, control

issues, loyalty, etc.).

This assessment was kept by the student and a more concise and limited assessment

format currently in use by the Department of Social Work was placed on the patient's
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chart. In addition, progress notations based upon departmental standards were recorded

in the patient's chart.

Results of the mini-mental status exam, usually completed by occupational therapy,

were included in the more comprehensive assessment along with collateral information

from other disciplines (eg. results of physical examination). lVhenever a clinical

depression was suspected, a refenal was made to the appropriate source for further

assessment and treatment.

It should be noted that in some situations, assessment data continued to be

accumulated over the entire time in which this student was working with the client

system. As suggested by Tomita and Quinn (1986), priority was given to alleviating fear

and anxiety and increâsing the perception of being helpful over the need to accumulate

assessment data during the first few interviews. If it was thought that questions would

compromise the engagement process, they were deferred until a later time when the

rapport and trust betwe€n the client system and worker was amenable to further

questioning. However, suff,icient assessment information was usually compiled within a

few sessions which would enable a diagnosis of:

l. no evidence for abuse/neglect,

2. suspicion of abuse/neglect and need for further ass€ssment, and

3. positive for abuse/neglect.

Following this, competency was explored. There were some situations which were

clear initially and remained clear. However there were others which only became clear

with time as discussed below.
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Irueneruion phase

The formulation of an intervention plan was based upon which category the patient

was thought to be in at any given point in time:

1. capable and consenting to heåtment,

2. capable and non-consenting,

3. incapable and consenting, and

4. incapable and non-consenting.

Fou¡ situations fell into category one with one patient consenting to her own

involvement but not her family's. One patient was thought to be borderline in terms of

competency and was placed in category one because of the guiding principle of following

the least restrictive alternative. One situation fell into category three initially, and moved

to category one at a later date. Three situations fell into category four but an intervention

plan was formulated because one or more family members consented to involvement

with the student,

The intervention plans formulated in each situation were diverse and are explored in

more detail in the next chapter. However, cerlain general principles and steps were

applied to all of the situations:

1. The student introduced herself as a Graduate Student Social Worker who was

interested in working with patients and families who were experiencing stress such that

there was difficulty in meeting the elder's care needs.

2. A non-judgemental, supportive atmosphere in which the client system could reveal

and discuss the oc¡unence of abuse/ neglect was provided.
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3. Ventilation of feelings by the client system was encouraged.

4. Communication pattems which evolved into abusive/ neglectful situations were

identified and discussed.

5. Education was provided which was appropriate to the situation (eg. ageing process,

escalating nature of abuse/neglect, life cycle issues, etc.).

6. Options for ætting goals aimed at changing abusive/ neglectful situations were

explored. This aspect of intervention was particulally diff,rcult since not all persons

within the client system agreed with the manner in which the pattems required change.

In fact, some members felt there was no need for change at all. In these situations,

priority was given to those individuals who were committed to ameliorating the abuse

situation, which interestingly enough, was not always the elder.

Terminuion phase

Although Tomita and Quinn (1986) suggest that termination be discussed in the first

interview, this was not done since engagement frequently required 2-3 sessions and

Certain situations remained somewhat tenuous in their commitment throughout the course

of the practicum (eg. some individuals would only commit to one meeting at a time)'

Consequently termination was usually introduced when the established goals were close

to being met.

Once the goals were met, two situations were referred to the community worker for

follow-up, as is the policy once the patient is discharged' Five situations, where the

goals had been met required that the patient remain on an outpatient or inpatient program

with follow-up by the attending social worker. One patient died during the course of the
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practicum and one patient discharged herself against medical advise on the initiative of

her son. Community follow-up was required since this family was considered at risk.

Evaluation

There were two parts to the evaluation design:

1. Evaluation of this student's skill dcvelopmew.

2, Evaluation of the interveilion's impact on th¿ clieu system.

1, Evaluation of skill development - SincÆ this was a practicum study, the main

emphasis of evaluation was on this student's skill development.

Due to the sensitive nature of the study, a tape recorder was only uæd with one

family where permission was granted. The other cases were discussed with the advisor

with the use of a student diary. In all eight situations, the quality assurance form for the

Tomita and Quinn protocol (Tomita and Quinn, 1986) was utilized. This audit was

developed by Tomita, Clark, Williams and Rabbitt (1982) and can be found in Appendix

G.

2. Evaluation of intervention fficts on the clienl system - The only standardized

scale used was the consumer satisfaction scale found in Appendix E. Due to the

significant communic¿tion difficulties of many of the patients, standa¡dized tests were not
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considered to be appropriate. These difficulties were due to illiteracy, trauma and or the

disease process, The reâson for non-use with the families was due to the sensitive and

oftentimes tenuous nature of engagement.

The three main methods of evaluating the effectiveness of the intervention were:

l. A diary which outlined the interview process and the establishment and attainment

of goals.

2. Eco-maps which were used pre and post intervention, Pre intervention represented

the time immediately preceding hospital admission and post intervention represented the

interview which took place 6 weeks following case termination.

Eco-maps offered a quick means of visually evaluating outcomes and measuring

change by comparing the pre-intervention ecomap with the post-intervention ecomap of

each family system (Iaird and Hartman, 1978). A copy of l¿ird and Hartman's eco-

map can be found in Appendix F.

3. Whenever possible, a client satisfaction questionnaire was used, although the

usefulness of such a tool was recognized as having limitations due to the social

desirability factor.



The Practicum Experience

Overview

During the practicum period, this student becåme involved in eight situations

which had either been assessed as suspicious or positive for abuse/neglect during the

assessment phase (described on p. 48). There were seve¡al other situations which had

been screened as possible abuse/neglect but these were either found to be negative with

further assessment or the patients discharged themselves from the program shortly after

admission,

The degree of involvement varied with each situation. Following is a breakdown

of each client system according to age, sex, referral source and place, risk indicators

identified, assessment of type of abuse/neglect, identity of family members seen and

number of interviews as well as outcome at the time of a 6 week follow-up. All of the

families resided locally with the exception of Mrs. E's daughter who lived in another

province. Seven were caucasian and one family was native. In terms of socio-economic

status, four situations could be described as middle class, middle class being defined as

having additional income to the old age security pension. The other four patients were

solely reliant on old age security with little or no additional savings or income from other

soufces.

Just prior to hospitalization, thre€ patients were living with their children, four

were living with spouses (one of whom had a grandson who lived across the stteet and

stayed with the family at least 4 days a week), and one patient lived alone.



Àqe Sex aource and Dlace

physician in
ceriatric
Medicine
inpatienÈ

Referral Risk indicatora
identified uÞon referral

malnutritiont
emaciationi poor
hygiene and clothingt and
pt. not allowed out of
bedroomi pt. shosring
apathy re decision
making i pt. very weepy
and anxiouBi no money
for expensea

ward Eocial
hrorker in
diecuasionE
rrith nurEing
from General
Medicine
inpatient

TABLE 1

Breakdown of Client crouÞ

malnutritioni miB-
management of pts.
medicationi observed
ahouting between pt. &
dtr.; burna to pta.
hair, handa and
clothing

Àgsesament of

physical,/paycho-aocial
neglecti financial
abuse

fdentity of family
membera seen &

no. of intervieers

pt. - 16 seaaions
- alone

dtr. - L phone
conversation

pt. & dtr. not
seen together

phys j,cal /psycho-social
abuse and neglect,
financial, abuse

Outcome at case
termination (at 6 hrk.

pt. - 5 Beasiong
- alone

dtr. - I seaaions
- al()ne

pt-&dtr--5
seaEiona

pt., dtr, & pts.
siater - 2
seÊaionB

pt., dtr. & dtra.
fianceé - 1
seasion

- no evidence of
physical/psycho-
social neglect i
financial neglect
continuing

- monitoring eyatem in
place

- no evidence of
phyE ical /paycho-
social abuae and
neglect or
financlal abuge

- mor¡itorLng eyatem
in pLace



Àqe Sex
Referral

gource and Dlace

ward social
r.rorker in general
medicine

Risk indicators

threata of abandonment
of pt. by grandsoni
grandaon admitted to
hitting pt. r"rhen
fruatratedi obaerved
high atreEa levels
between pt. 6. wife &
pt. & grandson

nuraing and
physiotherapy
in general
medicine
inpatienÈ

Àasessment of
Tvpe of Àbuae /Neolect

physical /psycho-social
abuse

observed "rough
handllng,. of pt. by
aoni amell of alcohol
on soni lack of
supervision & safety
requirementa on the
parÈ of son

membera seen &

pt. - 2 aesBions
- alone

e¡ife - 6 sessions
- alone

vrife & grandEon -
4 geeeione

pt., wife,
grandaon &
grandson's $rife
- 3 geggione

physical abuEe/neglect

fermination ( at. 6 r{k.

- aigns of escalation
which may lead to
physical /psycho-aocial
abuse

- Fa¡Ìily not agreeabl.e
to treatmenÈ, but
monitoring erystem in
place

pt. - 4 Eegsions
- alone hrith
interpreter

aon - 5 aesBions
- alone

pt.&son-1
aession

- ewidence that phyEical
abuse/neglect may be
occurring

- Family not agreeable
to treatnent

- monitoring system in
place



Àoe

Ê42 F

source and place identified upon referral
Referral Riak indicators

rrard social
srorker in
diEcussion with
patient - dtr.
ceneral medicine
inpatient

74 F

CaII to Social Í¡orker
from pta. dtr.
expreEEl-ng concern. In
the beginning there
were no other
indicators present.
Several wka. after
admisaion other
indicators emerged (aa
described under Fa¡nily
"E" )

nursing from
Reapiratory unit
inpatient

a5 F physician from
Day Hospital

TvÞe of Àbuse/Neqlect

Identity of f amil-y
Àssesament of members geen &

pt. ambivalent about
returnj.ng home (unlike
past behavior) t pt.
expreesing anger re
theft of rings and
noney by dtr.

physical abuse/neglect
psycho-social abuae/
neglect, flnanciat
abuEe

pt. directly expreEaing
abuae by her hugband-

pX- - 2 sessionÉ¡
- alone

husband - 6
aesgions -
alone

dtr. - 7 long
distance calls
- 1 session in
Person

phyEical abuse/neglec
financial abuse,
paycho-social abuse/
neglect

Outcone at case
terminaÈion (aÈ 6 wk.
foì I ¡¡u-¡rn i ñi.aFi'i â¡-'l

physical psycho-
aociaL & flnancial
abuae

- no evidence of
physical abuse/
neglecti paycho-
social
abuse/neglect
or financial abuae

- monitoring aygtem in
place

pt. - 12 sessionE
- alone

hugband - 2
sesaiong -
alone

pt.&huaband-5
seE aiona

pt. - 14 seesions
- alone

husband & other
fa¡nil-y never
aeen

- patient deceaaed

- no evidence of
physical abuse or
financial abuae

- a¡nelioration of
paycho-aocial abuse

- monitoring system in
ÞIace



Àqe sex

H 7a

Referral
aource and Dlace

nuraing and
occuPational
therapy from Day
Hoapital

Riak indicators
identifled uDon referrel

pt. directLy expre8aing
abuse by her son and
daughter-in-law

Àssessment of

physical, psycho-
social & financial
abuse

Identity of family
members seen &

pt. - 9 aessions
- alone

son - 1 phone
converaation
fami¡-y nèver
seen together

Outcome at caae
termination (at 6 wk.

- no evidence of
physical,
PBycho-aocial
or financial abuBe

- monitoring aysteo in
place
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FAMILY CASE STUDIES

Family nAil

R{enal h{ormøion:

An inpatient referral was made to this student by the attending physician

in September 1988 for suspected physical and psycho-social neglect with possible

financial abuse as well.

The reason for Mrs. A's hospital admission was listed as ,'back pain,

emaciation and anxious depression". Two previous inpatient referrals to Social

Work were noted in June 1985 and September 1986 for assessment of the home

situation due to high stress levels observed between the patient and her daughter.

Both of these admissions were precipitated by falls resulting in a fractured hip and

femur, respectively.

The course of family A's involvement with this student is illustrated in the

flow chart and detailed under the headings of assessment, intervention and

evaluation phases, all of which took place in the months between September 1988

and June 1989.

Involvement primarily included Mrs, A although there was some contact

with her brothe¡ and sister-in-law. Attempts were made to engage her daughter

but there was only one brief telephone contact between this student and Mrs. A,s

daughter.



Figure 1: FamilY rrArr
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Assessment Phase:

Patient's perspective - H^ving been born and raised in Winnipeg with one

older brother, Mrs. A denied any history of abuse in her family of origin. She

also denied abuse within her marriage or toward her only daughter who at the time

of the assessment was 55 years old, living with her and was diagnosed as a

schizophrenic. Mr. A died in 1981 and Mrs. A reported that it was at this point

the stress between she and her daughter began to escalate.

Until this admission, Mrs. A believed she could handle the situation but

the following recent events had changed her mind:

- The daughter discontinued her medication and began experiencing

delusions, hallucinations and suicidal thoughts,

- The daughter's auditory hallucinations dictated certain rituals. These

included no touching between mothe¡ and daughter, no use of toilets or taps

except for obsessive cleansing of the daughter's hands (urine and faeces remained

on the floor), Mrs. A was not permitted to leave her room, cook or eat. Contact

with the outside world was not allowed except when permission was granted by

the voices.

Daughter's perspective - Attempts to contact the daughter we¡e

unsuccessful since she would not open the doo¡ or answer the phone (except on

the signal that her mother was calling). On one occasion the daughter contacted

the student by phone and effusively described her frustration and exhaustion which

she attributed to the demands of her mother and "others" the voices). Realizing

the tenuous nature of the conversation, attempts were made to provide empathy
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as well as the opportunity to elaborate on her stress, but nonetheless, engagement

was unsuccessful. Following her intense ventilation, the daughter quickly

terminated the phone call,

Collateral information - Mrs. A's brother and sister-inlaw became

concerned when communication to them was cut off by the daughter and

consequently contacted the Friends of the Schizophrenic Society. At the same

time, the family doctor who was familiar with the family dynamics, became

concerned and initiated admission anangements for Mrs. A.

Studzw's perspective - The assessment provided a positive diagnosis for

abuse/neglect and initial engagement was successful with part ofthe client system,

namely Mrs, A who appeared to be in a greater state of crisis than not€d in

previous admissions. However, in interviewing Mrs. A, there was also the

presence of a strong bond of family loyalty and a greåt deål of guilt at being, as

she described 'an ineffective parent". It was therefore anticipated that after the

initial disclosure and with some time away from the situation, Mrs. A would begin

to experience a sense of betrayal to her daughter and attempt to disengage from

the intervention process. This hypothesis was actually tested out when the wa¡d

physician took a concemed, protective approach toward Mrs. A while

admonishing the daughter fo¡ her treatment of Mrs. A. Mrs. A responded by

defending her daughter and subsequently avoiding contact with the doctor.

It was the¡efore necessary fo¡ Mrs. A to perceive the student as wanting

to be helpful to both Mrs. A and her daughter and at the same time support Mrs.

A's expressions of feã and anger toward her daughter.
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Based on this assessment, Mrs. A had two main goals. The first was to

ensure her own health and sense of well being and the second was to mainiain a

relationship with her daughter and promote the daughter's well-being. She had

come to the point of realizing that neither would be accomplished by giving up all

control and power to the daughter. The daughter's judgement was impaired by

a disease process which was ultimately threatening the well-being of both women.

The student's goal was to help Mrs. A explore methods by which she could

achieve her goals. In the process, Mrs. A would need to feel empowered with

regard to decision making and parenting.

I¡uerw¡uion Phase:

Mrs. A. clearly fell into the category of capable and consenting to

treatment. A minimental status exam was not required although she was seen by

a physician for tre¿tment ofdepression during the course of the intervention which

included:

1. Provision of shelter in hospital beyond completion of her physical

treatment.

2. Opportunity for ventilation of Mrs. A's fear and anger toward her

daughter and her deceased husband.

3. Facilitation of M¡s. A's insight into the destructive nature of the

dynamics between she and her daughter and the escalation process.

4. Establishment of specific aspects of their communication which she

wanted to change. Mrs. A felt that the relationship would always be tumultuous
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but she wanted the life-threatening events to ceâse. Also, she did not want to

pursue the financial aspect of abuse.

5. Exploration of methods by which Mrs. A's goals could be achieved.

Through a reframing process, Mrs. A eventually concluded that she would be

more helpful to her daughter and herself by going against her daughter's wishes

and soliciting psychiatric assistance for the daughter. With the assistance of this

student and the physician, Mrs. A completed a list of her daughter's behaviour

which was then forwarded to the Provincial Psychiatrist fo¡ consideration of an

involuntary psychiatric assessment, She also advised her daughter that she would

be discharged from hospital to a guest home until the psychiatrist considered it

advisable for her to return home. Over the next 3 - 4 months, the daughter was

seen by a psychiatrist but continued to make threats and pleas which in tum made

Mrs. A question her decisions. However, despite her periodic ambivalences she

continued to follow through with her chosen plan of 
.action.

6. Development of a support network which included Mrs. A's brother

and sister-in-law, the guest home proprietor, peer support through the Friends of

the Schizophrenic Society and home care involvement.

Ewluation Phase:

Instruments used in determining the effectiveness of the intervention were

eco-maps pre and post intervention and the completion of a client satisfaction

questionnaire at a six week follow-up visit with Mrs. A.

The eco-maps (figure 2 and 3) illustrate changes at a variety of levels. At

the exosystem level, there was a signihcant increase in social supports which was
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considered to be particularly important due to the fact that Mrs. A intended to

eventually return to a situation which would always be precarious. It was hoped

that an ongoing monitoring system would be able to pick up on early signs of an

escalation process and intervene before it became too dangerous. At the micro

system level, there were changes in the mother-daughter relationship such that the

tension was decreaæd and the life-threatening acts eliminated. At Mrs. A's

insistence the financial aspects were not addressed. These relationship changes

occurred once Mrs. A made some changes at the otogenic level, increasing her

self-esteem and sense of control. The¡e was a marked improvement in Mrs. A's

physical and psychological frailty as noted by all staff.

The consumer satisfaction questionnaire completed by Mrs, A ¡eflected a

high degree of satisfaction with the service provided. She expressed the wish,

however, that the options available were not so limited and painful.
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Famiìy "8"

Refenal hfonnøion:

An inpatient ¡eferral was made to this student by the ward social worke¡

following a discussion with nursing in November 1988 fo¡ suspected physical

abuse and neglect due to poor heâlth status (poor nutritional status,

mismanagement of medic¿tion to control seizures) and high stress levels observed

between the patient and her youngest daughter (crying and yelling at one another).

Bums to clothing, hair and hands were also noted by nursing.

The reason for Mrs. B's hospital admission was listed as "total left hip

replacement, history of alcohol abuse with signs of Korsakoffs dementia".

The course of family B's involvement with this student is illust¡ated in the

flow chart and detailed under the headings of assessment, intervention and

evaluation phases, all of which took place in the eight month period between

November 1988 and July 1989.

Involvement primarily included Mrs. B and her youngest daughter

(separately and together), some contact with Mrs. B's sister and Mrs. B's

daughter's hancé.



F i gure 4: Fami 1y rrBrr
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Assess¡nent Phase:

Paient's perspective - Mrs. B was born and raised in rural Manitoba along

with her younger sister. She denied any history of abuse/neglect in her family of

origin. However, during episodes of disorientation, she was observed to be

pleading with her mother and father to stop hurting her. She also denied

abuse/neglect from either of he¡ two husbands who had predeceased her, or

toward any of her three children. Mrs. B denied any problems in her relationship

with her youngest daughter, adamantly stating that she wanted to leave the hospital

as soon as possible and retum home to live with the daughter.

Daughter's perspective - The youngest daughter, agú 25, presented as

very anxious, stressed and eager to discuss her situation. She admitted to having

been neglected and hit by her mother as a child. More recently she stated that the

tension between she and her mother had escalated to the point of mutual verbal

abuse and some hitting and pushing. Apparently on one occasion, the daughter

had misdirected her anger toward the family cat in a physically abusive manner.

After this episode she re¿lized that the situation between she and her mother was

becoming increasingly more destructive. She then attempted to de-escalate the

emotional outbursts by leaving the home for short periods of time. However,

because of Mrs. B's careless smoking habits, and propensity to mismanage her

medications, she would either burn herself or suffer injuries during seizures while

the daughter was away. The daughter felt trapped in a situation with no apparent

resolve, If she stayed with her mother, she might seriously abuse her. If she left

her mother alone, her mother might seriously injure herself.
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The daughter also stated that Mrs. B's relationship with all her children had

been characterized by conflict due to the alcohol abuse and the aggressive

behaviour which accompanied it. In 1982 her two eldest children initiated

proceedings for an order of supervision which was granted. Mrs. B then

requested the assistance of her youngest daughter, who was eighteen at the time,

in rescinding the order and providing part-time cffe to Mrs. B. In retum, Mrs.

B agreed to stop drinking and provide free room and boa¡d to the daughter in her

home. Since the daughter neded hetp financially and because she felt sorry for

her mother, she agreed. While the relationship was volatile, the daughter did not

consider it to be abusive until recently with the decline of Mrs. B's physical and

cognitive abilities. Apparently arguments would ensue regarding proper

management of medication, smoking practices and a host of other issues. Further

strain was added when the daughter became engaged.

Colløeral information - Mrs, B's sister attended two sessions with the

daughter in an attempt to provide support and to assist the daughter in seeing that

she was overextending herself for her mother at the expense of her own well-being

and happiness. The sister considered that Mrs. B was demanding and unrealistic

in her expectations of her daughter. She also felt that Mrs. B used guilt to

manipulate the daughter into neglecting her own needs in order to meet Mrs. B's

needs.

In addition, the wa¡d shff observed angry verbal outbursts between Mrs.

B and her daughter during most visits.
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Student's perspective - The assessment provided a positive diagnosis for

abuse and neglect and engagement was successful with part of the client system,

namely Mrs. B's daughter. Severe memory and orientation problems as well as

cognitive deficits made the engagement of Mrs. B in an intervention plan an

impossible task,

Several elements appea.red to contribute to the evolution of abuse/neglect

in this situation. These included transgenerational patterns of violence and

neglect, Mrs. B's declining physical and cognitive abilities resulting in her

increased dependency on her daughter during a time when the daughter was

attempting to separate from her family of origin, and a limited understanding of

disease and the aging process on the part of the daughter,

The daughter's goal was to prevent the situation from becoming worse and

ensure the well-being of both women. However, she was convinced that the

well-being of one of them would need to be sacrificed for the enhancement of the

other's well-being.

The student's goal was to assist the daughter in finding some compromise

to me€ting her own needs as well as her mothers.

Intervention Plnse:

Mrs. B clearly fell into the category of incapable and non-consenting to

treâtment. Her mini-mental status score was low and during her hospitalization

an order of supervision was issued and the Public Trustee appointed as her

guardian.
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Intervention with Mrs. B was limited. She was seen regularly by this

student, provided with support, apprised of changing events and when

appropriate, her involvement was solicited in some asp€cts of decision making.

She could only relate in a concrete manner and was unable to appreciate details,

However much of her fear and anger could be dissipated when she perceived a

situation to have an amicable ambience, even if it was only a temporary

experience due to her memory problems. Consequently every attempt was made

to relieve her anxiety by providing concrete and comforting experiences. For

example, me€tings were arranged between the public trustee representative and

Mrs. B in order that a relationship be established. Also, Mrs. B was taken to

several personal ca¡e homes by her daughter to meet the staff and see the rooms.

Her reaction was monitored and served as a guide for the daughter in her decision

regarding the choice of home.

Intervention with the daughter was more involved and included:

l. Provision of shelter for Mrs. B - several discussions were held with

the attending physician who initially planned to discharge Mrs. B back home since

this was what she repeatedly requested. These discussions included the daughter,

Mrs. B's sister, nursing and therapy staff as well as the home care co-ordinato¡

and this student. Once the physician reålized the high risk nature of the situation

he agreed to keep Mrs. B in hospital until an appropriate plan could be

formulated.

2, The opportunity for ventilation was provided to Mrs. B's daughter

who initially could see no resolve to her situation,
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3, The focus of subæquent sessions became the facilitation of insight

into the mutual web of dependency established betwe¿n Mrs. B and her daughter

as well as developmental issues, the aging and disease process and the escalating

nature of abuse.

4, The establishment of short and long term plans was attempted by

Mrs. B's daughter. The short term plan involved Mrs, B ¡eturning to live with

her daughter and sister for 1 or 2 years during which time an application for

nursing home would be processed. Home care support would also be proviáed

during this time. Once M¡s. B was placed in nursing home the daughter would

follow through with the long term plan of marrying her fiancé.

5. Re-evaluation of this plan took place when Mrs. B's sister decided

that she could not be involved in providing care due to her own health problems

and Mrs. B refused to consider home care help and nursing home placement.

During several very painful and distressing sessions, the daughter decided to turn

the responsibility of guardianship over to the Public Trustee and marry her hancé

who had recently been offered a job out of province,

6, Since this re-evaluation took place toward the end of the practicum,

a referral was made to the Interfaith Pastoral Care Institute for ongoing support

and counselling to assist Mrs. B's daughter in coming to terms with her decision.

ûmluuion Phase:

Instruments used in determining the effectiveness of the intervention were

eco-maps pre and post intervention and the completion of a client satisfaction

questionnaire at a six week follow-up session with Mrs, B's daughter.
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Observations by ward staff regarding the changed interaction between Mrs. B and

her daughter were also considered to be a relevant form of evaluation.

The eco-maps (figures 5 & 6) illustrate major changes to the family's entire

ecological system such that all physical and psycho-social acts of abuse/neglect

were eliminated. Significant changes at the otogenic level were noted as a result

of the daughter's increased insight into the pattem of communication between she

and her mother, life cycle issues as well as the aging and disease proc€ss.

Reverberations of this could be seen at the microsystem level since the daughter's

approach to her mother became more c¿lm and understanding and this ¡esulted in

a notâble de-escalation of anger between the women during hospital visits. At the

exosystem level, the isolation of both women was alleviated with input from

hospital staff, the Interfaith Pastoral Institute, a visiting chaplain student and the

Public Trustee. In addition, Mrs. B's other children began visiting more

regularly.

The consumer satisfaction questionnaire which was completed by the

daughter reflected a high degree of satisfaction with the service provided.

Additional comments included her appreciation at being treated with respect and

concem while discussing some very uncomfortable and unpleasant issues.
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Femily rCrl

Refenal hdomation:

An inpatient referral was made to this student by the ward social worker

in December 1988 for physical abuse and neglect. During a routine social work

assessment with the family, the grandson told the social worker that he sometimes

hit his grandfather when he became frustrated or angry.

The reason for Mr. C's hospital admission was listed as "collapsed lung,

anaemia and long standing history of ethanol abuse". During his hospital stay,

Mr. C also suffered a minor C.V.A., commonly known as a transient ischemic

attack or T.I.A.

The course of family C's involvement with this student is illusrated in the

flow chart and detailed under the headings of assessment, intervention and

evaluation phases, all of which took place in the six month period from December

1988 to June 1989.

Involvement primarily included Mr. C's wife, although Mr. C consented

to some involvement toward the end as did the grandson,



Figure 7z Famììy rrCrr
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Assessmcnt Phaçe:

Patieü's perspective - ll was difficult to obtain a history from Mr. C due

to a severe hearing impairment and memory problems,

Mr. C was born and raised in Winnipeg. He had two daughters and one

son from a previous marriage with whom there had been minimal contact over the

years, The present Mrs. C and patient had two daughters and also raised the son

of the youngest daughter. Mr. C stated that he had been retired for about 20 years

f¡om a labourer's position at a factory.

Mr. C denied any problems with alcohol or stress within the family and

minimized the grandson's admission that he hit Mr. C when he became frustrated

or angry. Mr. C's only concem was that his wife might not want him home

again, emphasizing that she could be very difficult at times for no particular

feason.

Mrs. C's perspective - Initially Mrs. C presented as very stressed and eager

to discuss the problems in the family. She stated that her husband had been an

alcoholic since the beginning of their relationship and that he had physically

abused her and the children on æveral occåsions while intoxicated, She had

initiated a legal separation several times but never followed thlough because of

religious convictions and a sense of family loyalty. Aftet her initial disclosure,

she became less emphatic, stating that the drinking was no longer a major problem

because he simply passed out now rather than becoming aggressive. She agreed

that the drinking was actually serving a de-escalating function at this point. She
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did, however, continue to express concern regarding a possible discharge home.

Her reasons were:

- Their 2 room shack had no working plumbing and was in deplorable

condition.

- Her own declining heatth compromised her ability to meet his care needs.

- Taking care of Mr. C would jeopardize her ability to care for other

family members such as the grandson who was of borderline intelligence and

given to emotional rages when put under stress. The grandson was married with

no children and lived across the street from Mr' and Mrs, C. Since he did not

have a job, he spent a great deal of time in the C's home. Mrs. C also provided

childca¡e for her daughter from Tuesday night until Friday night every week.

With the amount of supervision and cffe Mr. C required, she was concemed that

she would have to give up this commitment which she stated was he¡ "only joy

in life" .

Collateral infornation- Following his initial admission of hitting Mr. C,

the grandson later minimized the behaviour by stating that it only happened once.

The family denied involvement with any other social agency. Consequently there

was no collateral information from community sources.

Suderu's perspecîive - The assessment provided a positive diagnosis for

abuse within the family and engagement was initially successful with part of the

client system, namely Mrs. C.

Family 'C" seemed to have a long standing history of unresolved marital

and family discord typified by acts of psycho-social and physical acts of neglect
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and abuse. It appeåred that Mrs. C regarded M¡. C's hospitalization as a

"legitimate" opportunity to separate, the failing health of both individuals being

an 'acceptable" reason for a separation. As Mr, C's physical condition improved

in hospital, Mrs. C's physical health declinei and at one point she was nearly

hospitalized .

Mrs. C's goal was to reduce her own anxiety which clearly escalated as the

prosp€ct of Mrs. C's discharge back to the community became a reality.

The student's goal was to facilitate insight into Mrs. C's behaviour which

appeared to be that of a well engrained pattern of victimization and helplessness.

Attempts would be made to empower Mrs. C in order that she could gain some

control over her own health and decision-making with regard to the he¡ own and

the family's future, Once Mrs. C was in a position to make some decisions, the

student would attempt to engage Mr. C, Mrs. C, the grandson and his wife as a

family unit,

Iwen¿ention Phase:

Mr. C was assessed by the physician as borderline in terms of competency

given a fairly low score on the mini-mental status exam. However, in keeping

with the philosophy of "least restrictive altemative', he was deemed competent to

make his own decisions regarding intervention and acceptance of the treatment he

was receiving by his grandson.

Since Mrs. C was the only family member agreeable to intervention,

weekly sessions were initially s€t up with her and the following plan was

formulated:
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1. Provision of shelter for Mr. C in hospital beyond the stay required

for his physical treåtment while Mrs. C attempted to make decisions regarding the

extent to which she felt she could be involved in Mr, C's care, The physician

agreed to keep Mr, C in hospital once he unde¡stood the high risk nature of a

discharge into a family situation which was already experiencing difficulty in

coping.

2. The opportunity for ventilation was provided to Mrs. C whose

initial sense ofhelplessness was manifested in persistent attempts to solicit decision

making from the student regarding her situation.

3. Subsequent sessions focuæd on the facilitation of insight into Mrs.

C's pattem of helplessness and victimization. Details regarding her family of

origin were explored as well as events in her marriage.

Despite her escalating health problems (asthma, arthritis and he¿rt

problems), Mrs, C attended the weekly sessions regularly and eventually began

to se€ the relationship between her health problems and sense of powerlessness.

Shortly thereafter her heålth began to improve and she became ready to explore

alternatives and choices available to her.

4. Mrs. C decided to prorride care to her husband under the following

conditions:

- the home would be sold and the couple would move to a senior citizens'

apartment

- Home Ca¡e and Day Care would be provided in o¡der that Mrs. C

continue with her babysitting arrangements with her daughter
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- Mrs. C would discuss these conditions with her husband. If he did not

agree, she would make plans for a move which would not include him.

Initially Mr. C ¡efused to agree to her conditions. However, once she

began making plans for herself, he changed his mind and agreed to her terms,

5, Assistance was provided by this student with the relocating

a¡rangements as well as other practical matters such as a hearing and sight

assessment for Mr. C. Weekend leaves of absence we¡e arranged to assess the

amount of home care required as well as to test out the new living arangements.

6. A family meeting was held to discuss:

- the impact the new living aÍangements had on the family stress levels.

It was anticipated that a more appropriate environment and establishment of a

support network (ie. Home Care, Day CenEe) would contribute to the alleviation

of some of the stress. It was also anticipated that the distance between the C's and

the grandson would result in a little more independence for both families and

hopefully some additional reduction of stress,

- the establishment of a protection plan should the stress levels begin to

escalate again.

While Mr. C continued to express dissatisfaction with the apartment, the

other family members agreed that the situation had improved. All family

members, including Mr. C were accepting of Home Care and Day Care once a

week fo¡ Mr. C, At this point the family did not feel it necessary to discuss a

protection plan. Attempts were made by the student to assist the family in

visualizing possible scenarios based on past events. The response was
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minimization and denial by all family members. Another opportunity for

engagement on this issue pres€nted itself at the 6 week followup and will be

discussed below.

Ewluation Phase:

Instruments uæd in determining the effectiveness of the intervention were

eco-maps pre and post intervention and the completion of a client satisfaction

questionnaire at a six week follow-up session with Mr. and Mrs. C, the grandson

and his wife.

The eco-maps (Figures 8 & 9) illustrate that the changes which took place

were limited primarily to the exosystem with the move to a less stressful

environment and the acceptance of home-care. Any changes Mrs. C began to

make in her way of relating to her husband and family were temporary and the

families interactional pattern retumed to status quo quickly afte¡ the move.

All family members completed the client satisfaction questionnaire. While

it had limited usefulness in terms of evaluation because of Mrs. C's confusion and

the cover-up being practised by the other family members, it provided an

opportunity for the student to once again try and engage the family. While

completing the form the grandson became angry with Mr. C's misinterpretation

of the questions, Mrs, C attempted to calm the grandson, and Mr. C became

angry with his wife and started swinging his cane. The grandson's wife quietly

slipped into another room. These dynamics were reflected back to the family but

each member denied having any concems and declined the offer to discuss a

protection plan or be refer¡ed for counselling. The V.O.N. were apprised of the
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situation and agre€d to monitor.
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FamilyrrD

R{enal Infonnation:

An inpatient referral was made to this student by nursing and physiotherapy

in Octobe¡ 1988 for suspected physical abuse and neglect. The head nurse and the

physiotherapist had observed "rough handling' of the patient by her son (who was

in his late 40's) while he was assisting her with exercises and activities of daily

living. They had also detected the smell of alcohol on the son during visits.

The reason for Mrs, D's hospital admission was listed as "left C.V.A.

resulting in a right hemiplegia, emotional lability, and severe dysphasia with word

comprehension and word finding difficulties (also an unreliable 'yes' 'no"

response) ".

The course of family D's involvement with this student is illustrated in the

flow cha¡t and detailed under the headings of assessment, intervention and

evaluation phases, all of which took place during the seven month period from

October 1988 to May 1989.

Involvement included Mrs. D and her son æparately with the exception of

one occasion when they were seen together. Engagement attempts were not made

with Mr, D who had been disengaged from the family for many yeãs despite the

fact that he lived in the upper part of their duplex. He did not visit with Mrs. D

during her hospitalization.



Figure 10: Family rrDrr
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Assesnent Phase:

Pafieru's perspective - D're to severe speech deficits it was not possible to

illicit background information or thoughts/feelings from Mrs. D' A Polish

interpreter and a speech therapist attempted to assist with the assessment of Mrs.

D but with minimal success. It was therefore necessary to rely on staff

observations in orde¡ to gain some insight into Mrs. D's perspective.

Mrs. D remained weepy, anxious and clearly frustrated with her limitations

throughout her stay. She did however seem calmer and in better spirits when she

left hospital for leaves of absence and she was able to communicate her strong

desire to ¡eturn home on a consistent basis.

Son's perspective - According to the son, Mrs. D immigrated to Canada

from Poland when she was twelve years old, She worked in a factory until her

marriage. Mr. and Mrs. D had only one son who had always resided in the

family home. Mr. D and Mrs. D decided to separate informally about 15 years

ago, Mr. D moved upstairs to their duplex and apparently there had been

virtually no communicâtion between Mr. D and his wife and son over the past 15

yeãs.

The son presented as very stressed, anxious and guarded with all staff

members, He did, however, confide that he left work as a computer consultant

because of a "nervous breakdown" at the time of his mother's stroke, He was

clearly having difficulty caring for himself as evidenced by his dishevelled and

unkempt app€arance, loss of weight, and very anxious and fatigued presentation.

l¿ter in Mrs. D's stay, staff began to smell alcohol on his breath during visits and
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on a few occåsions he seemed to be quite intoxicated. His denial of the situation

remained as a coping mechanism throughout Mrs. D's stay. He believed that she

would get better if she was pushed past her pain threshold and she appeared to be

contributing to this belief as evidencrd by staff during therapy classes and on the

ward. Regardless of the education provided, he continued to handle Mts. D

roughly when providing physical assistance. He also insisted on having her

perform painful exerciæs which were explained to him as being

counter-therapeutic by the therapist on several occasions. Mr. D was observed to

be encouraging him in this direction as well.

Colla¡eral information - The family doctor was asked to provide further

information. He stated that Mrs. D had been a patient for several years but he

didn't know her well. It seemed that she and he¡ son remained isolated from any

kind of formal or info¡mal community support system.

Student's perspective 
.- 

The assessment provided a positive diagnosis for

neglect and abuse although an intent to inflict pain out of resentment or anger did

not seem evident. There appeared to be a belief system present of "no pain no

gain". Engagement in terms of establishing a commitment for intervention was

not successful with Mrs. D or her son although there was ongoing contact at the

initiation of the student. Consequently, no goals were set, although the goal of

engagement remained a priority for the student. An intervention plan based on

this goal was formulated by the student and supported by the health cåre team.
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Inter,¡vwion Phase:

Assessment of capability was difficult because of Mrs, D's speech

problem. However the family physician assessed her as competent to make

decisions regarding choice of relationships and discharge. This meant that she was

competent to accept care which was considered inadequate. Therefore Mrs. D fell

into the category of capable and non-consenting to treatment. The student and all

team members continued to monitor for signs that Mrs. D was afraid of her son

or skeptical about leåves of absence. However no signs to this affect we¡e noted

during her stay.

Attempts were made by the student to engage the son in the following

manner:

1. The opportunity was provided fo¡ the son to ventilate and discuss

his concems regarding the care of his mother. Although he admitted to feeling

overwhelmed with the prospect of caring for his mother, he continued to take her

on regular leaves of absence and refused assistance from home ca¡e.

2. Education was provided regarding stroke rehabilitation by all team

members, However this had no effect. The son continued to practice his own

style of therapy which his mother se¿med to condone and he continued to believe

that she would "retum to normal" with the "right kind of rehabilitation program".

3. ÌVhen a lump on Mrs. D's breast proved to be malignant,

supportive counselling was offered to assist in making a decision regarding

surgery. This was refused,
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4. When Mrs. D's safety became compromised because of the son's

drinhng and driving to and from leaves of absence, the son was questioned by the

head nurse. The result was a discharge against medical advise. Mrs. D simply

did not return from a leave one day.

5, Home Ca¡e was contacted and advised that the situation was

regarded as high risk. They agreed to assess. A few months later this student

¡eceived a call from a social worker employed by a local Day Hospital who was

preparing for an assessment interview with Mrs. D and her son. Apparently the

homec¿re nurse was eventually permitæd to visit the D's home and was successful

in convincing them to be assessed by this particular Day Hospital program. The

nurse specifically requested social work involvement and encouraged the social

worker to contâct this student for background info¡mation.

Evaluation Pluse:

The only evaluative instrument used in the D's situation was the eco-map

(Figures fi A, n) which illustrated that the only change noted was at the

exosystem level. The D's had accepted some initial involvement with a

community support and although this was a tenuous relationship, it was seen as

another opportunity for possible engagement.
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FamilyrrEu

Refenal lt{ontøtion:

An inpatient refenal was made to this student by the ward social worker

in October 1988 for possible physical abuse, neglect; psycho-social abuse/neglect

and financial abuse. The wa¡d social worker had received a phone c¿ll from the

patient's daughter, who lived out of province, expressing concern over Mr. E's

ability to provide care to his wife.

The reason for Mrs. E's hospital admission was listed as "Alzheimer's

disease and a fractured hip". The daughter susp€cted that Mr. E was responsible

for M¡s. E's fracture although was not able to prove it since she was not at the

home when the fall occuned.

The course of family E's involvement with this student is illust¡ated in the

flow chart and detailed under the headings of assessment, intervention and

evaluation phases, all of which took place during the ten month period from

October 1988 to August 1989.

Involvement primarily included Mrs. E's husband and daughter in separate

contacts. The daughter acted as spokesperson for herself and her sister who also

lived out of province. Mrs. E was seen twice by the student.
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Assessn¿nr Phase:

PaÍient's perspective - Mrs E was completely unresponsive during both

visits with the student. When she was first admitted she relied on totâl care from

staff including feeding. However after several months in hospital she began to

assist with her feeding and at times would give non-verbal gestures to indicate her

needs. Staff observations of the interaction between she and her husband became

very important in interpreting her perspective. Mrs. E was observed to

consistently turn her head away and close her eyes when her husband would visit.

Husband's perspecîive - Mr, E initially presented as a very affable man

who was concerned about his wife. On several occasions he stated that he wanted

her to return home following hospitalization and that he was prepared to care for

her. He denied any stress associated with her care. With further questioning

regarding her ca¡e needs, hostile undertones began to emerge until Mr. E stated

angrily and unequivocally that Mrs. E was his wife and she would return home

with him. He stated further that she had been completely well prior to

hospitalization and that the physicians were responsible for her present problems.

He advised that once she was able to walk he would take her home and administer

a medication regime which he had read about in the Enquirer. part of his plan

involved the discontinuance of her present prescriptions, some of which included

life-saving medication.

Daughter's perspective - The eldest daughter who lived out of province

provided the greatest detail during the assessment.
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Mrs. E was bom in Vr'innipeg, married Mr. E in her late twenties and had

two daughters. Abuse was apparently not a problem in Mrs. E's family of origin.

Apparently Mr, E's father was a prison guard however and practised corporal

punishment at home as well as at work. One of Mr. E's sisters committed suicide

as a young woman.

The daughter further confided that Mr. E had struck and frequently

threatened and intimidated his wife and 2 daughters with acts of violence and

death. The police had intervened on several occasions but charges were not laid.

The daughter considered that her mother's sense of family loyalty and her belief

that she could "handle" Mr. E were the reasons for staying in the marriage. She

also said there was "another side" to Mr. E which attracted Mrs. E. Apparently

he could also be very kind, gentle, vulnerable and affectionate.

During the years that Mrs. E was physically well, the daughter resp€cted

her mother's desire that there be no interference but now that Mrs. E required

total care, the daughter felt an obligation to protect her. She also felt a srong

obligation to protect her father from himself. She saw her father as having two

distinct personalities, one of which she suspected had suicidal and homicidal

potential. She did not want to intelvene aggressively on behalf of her mother

because of fear of her father and also because she saw herself as the only person

who could monito¡ his situation. She felt it would be in everyone's best interests

to have the Public Trustee acting on her mother's behalf. This would allow her

to be in a position of maintaining cordial contact with her father, and at the same

time, her mother's welfa¡e would be ensured by an experienced, objective, and
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legally-sanctioned organization. When asked about other supports, she stated that

her father had never maintained a friendship with anyone and he had successfully

managed to isolate himself and his family from community contacts over the

yeâfs.

Collateral Information - During Mrs. E's stay in hospital, Mr. E was

admitted to an acute care facility on two occitsions, with the diagnosis

"emaciation, drug and alcohol ove¡dose". He discharged himself both times,

refusing any home care help. A psychiatric assessment was requested on the

second admission following a discussion between this student and the home care

coordinator at the acute care facility. However Mr. E left before arrangements

could be made.

Also, during Mrs. E's stay and following Mr. E's first discharge from

hospital, Mr. E was found trying to suffocate and choke his wife during visits.

He stated that he was frustrated with her unresponsiveness to him and was trying

to get her attention. Visits were subsequently supervised a¡d threats of eviction

from hospital were issued should Mr. E attempt to ha¡m M¡s. E again. Mr. E did

not appear to comprehend the gravity of his actions and angrily accuæd the staff

of trying to interfere between irim and his wife.

Student's peßpective - This assessment clearly provided a positive

diagnosis for abuse and neglect with one daughter becoming actively involved in

formulating an intervention plan. The other daughter, who also lived out-of-

province, supported the action taken.
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Given the family history, Mrs. E's vulnerable condition and the dynamics

observed between Mr, and Mrs. E, it was deemed appropriate to implement a

highly protectionist plan. However, attempts were still made to involve Mr, E in

the plan and an adversa¡ial position was taken only as a last resort.

Intervention Phase:

Mrs, E clearly fell into the category of non-capable and non-consenting to

treatment. C.T. Scans reve¿led significant brain atrophy,

The physician in charge considered himself to be in a dilemma since Mr.

E presented so well initially and was so intent on having his wife return home.

However, once the social assessment was complete and nursing provided an

incident report on the two abusive incidents, he agreed not to discharge Mrs. E

back to her home. The intervention began with the least adversarial and

progressively moved to the most adversarial and restrictive position.

1 . Attempts were made to engage Mr. E, with the hope of having him

become involved in an intervention plan which would change the abusive

relationship which seemed to have characterized his 40* years of marriage. The

team agreed that a non-threatening approach was required so as not to incur Mr.

E's anger which he could take out on his wife. The daughters were in agreement.

Attempts were made to facilitate insight into Mr, E's understanding of his wife's

condition. Attempts were also made to provide an environment whereby Mr, E

could talk about the grief and stress typically experienced by Alzheimer families.

However, these attempts were unsuccessful. Mr. E remained convinced that Mrs.

E would return to her previous level of functioning, and he adamantly stated that
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there was no stress associated with her care. Further exploration of her specihc

care needs engendered a great deal of hostility in Mr. E (eg. commenting on Mrs.

E's incontinence and the required frequency of changes, and then asking Mr, E

how he managed with this at home).

2, Since Mr. E believed that his wife would walk again with daily

therapy, despite contrary reports given to him by the physician and therapists, a

bargain was struck between Mr. E and the teåm. Mrs. E would receive daily

therapy for ó wks. If she achieved her fo¡mer status and expressed the desire to

return home she would be discharged. If she did not, Mr. E would sign nursing

home papers and use her cheque for per diem payments. It was during this six

week time period that the choking and suffocating incidents took place.

3, At the end of ó weeks there was no change in Mrs. E's status.

Therefore another meeting was held during which Mr. E denied making any such

agre€ment.

4, Mr. E was advised that an order of supervision would be requested.

Initially he stated he would obtain legal services to fight the order. However, he

had difficulty obtaining legal representation, and eventually decided not to follow

through with this.

5. Anangements were made for the daughter to me€t the Public

Trustee officer responsible for M¡s. E and plan toward nursing home placement

together,
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6. This case was transferred back to the ward social worker who

agreed to prepare a report for the nursing home siaff once the choice of home was

known.

Evaluuion Pl¿ase:

Instruments used in determining the effectiveness of the intervention were

eco-maps pre and post intervention and the completion of a client satisfaction

questionnaire by the daughter.

The eco-maps (Figures 14 & 15) illustrate changes to the exosystem which

affected the micro-system to the extent that all abuse and neglect of Mrs. E

ceased. However Mr. E remained a threåt to himself.

The client satisfaction questionnaire reflected the daughter's satisfaction

with the service provided.
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Family "F"

R{enal hdormuion:

An inpatient referral was made to this student by nursing in September

1988 for suspected physical abuse/neglect; psycho-social abuse/neglect and

financial abuse,

The reason for Mrs, F's hospital admission was listed as "Diabetes

mellitus, diabetic peripheral neuropathy, ch¡onic obstructive pulmonary disease,

chronic heart failu¡e and fractured hip and colles from a fall. M¡s. F was

dependent on 24 hour oxygen. The head nurse, who knew Mrs. F from previous

admissions, observed he¡ to be more despondent than usual and

uncharacteristic¿Ily ambivalent about tetuming home to her husband. Upon

further questioning she admitted to physical and emotional maltreatment from her

husband. She also stated that her daughter had stolen rings and some money.

The course of family F's involvement with this student is illustrated in the

flow chart and detailed under the headings of assessment, intervention and

evaluation phases, all of which took place during the six month period from

September 1988 to March 1989,

Involvement was primarily with Mrs. F, although her husband was se€n

alone twice and with Mrs. F f,rve times.
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Assessn¿nr Phase:

Patient's perspective - Borr' on a reservation, Mrs. F completed her high

school education in a boarding school which was operated by Roman Catholic

nuns. She denied any history of abuse within her family of origin but admitted

to being severely beaten and tenorized by her first husband who was an alcoholic.

Apparently she lost three babies because of beatings during pregnancies. Mrs. F

raised two foster child¡en on her own. Apparently the eldest daughter had always

been very close to Mrs. F while the other daughter was described by Mrs, F as

unpredictable and untrustworthy. The most recent problem with the youngest

daughter involved a set of rings and some money which the daughter took at the

time of Mrs. F's hospitalization a¡d did not retum, even after Mrs. F's request

for her to do so. Mrs. F stated that this was a pattem and she did not want to

pursue the matter further. She would simply cut off communication with her

daughter for an indefrnite period of time, Her main concem centred around her

present commonlaw husband of 30 years. Mrs. F reported that he had started

hitting her, throwing objects at her and threatened further violence when under the

influence of alcohol. He also left her alone in the home for long periods of time,

without access to food, medication or the practical assistancd she required for her

activities of daily living. Home Care had also been refused admission by Mr. F

on occasion. Mrs. F attributed her recent fracture indirectly to Mr. F since he

had left the home for several days and she was unable to ambulate safely on her

own. Apparently he had been with his girlfriend at the time of Mrs, F's fall.
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Mn F's perspective - Mr. F was still legally married to another woman

while living common-law with Mrs. F and had an ongoing affair with yet another

\ryoman. He agreed that the home situation was stressfr¡l and he admitted to

issuing threats and on occasion throwing objects, He denied hitting Mrs. F, He

expressed no regret with his actions, stating that Mrs. F was too demanding and

had unrealistic expectations of him. In spite of their problems, he stated that he

loved and needed Mrs. F and hoped that she would return home soon.

Collateral informaion - Home Ca¡e and the head nurse had been familiar

with Mr. and Mrs. F for many years. They were aware of M¡. F's drinking

problem and stated that he could be verbally aggressive at times. They also stated

that Mr. and Mrs, F fought regularly but until recently did not consider that Mrs.

F was in any danger. However with her recent decline in he¿lth, they noticed that

Mrs. F seemed more vulnerable and expressed greater ambivalences about

remaining with her husband.

Student's perspecûve - The assessment provided a positive diagnosis for

abuse/neglect and engagement was successful with Mrs. F. Attempts were made

to engage Mr. F several times but these were not successful, although he would

see this student when asked. Mrs. F was a very articulate woman who appeared

to have a great deal of insight into herself and her situation. She was concemed

that her present situation was evolving into one similar to her first marriage. She

believed that the time had come for Mr. F and her to consider living apart since

he could not cope with her growing dependency. However Mr. F attempted to
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persuade her to return home on several occ¿sions and this created strong

ambivalences for Mrs, F throughout her stay.

Since Mrs. F was already suffering ftom many losses, it was important that

she remain in a position to make her own decisions. At times this was difficult

because of her frailty and the staffs desire to protect her from a situation which

was known to be high-risk.

Ituenention Phase:

Mrs. F clearly fell into the category of capable and consenting to

treatment. It did, however take a few sessions before she became engaged.

Initially she was distant and skeptical about social work involvement but

eventually she became committed to the formulation of an intervention plan which

included:

1. Provision of shelter in hospital until her medical status stabilized

and appropriate discharge plans could be formulated.

2. During her stay, a close friend, her first husband (with whom she

had maintained a friendship) and her sister died. Grief work also became part of

the intervention.

3. Opportunity for ventilation regarding her distant and recent past.

Mrs. F had a great deål of insight into her pattern of being drawn to abusive

situations. She was well aware that her situation with Mr. F would get worse.

However, she was suffering many losses and was not reâdy to give up her role as

the strong, emotional supporter to Mr. F. In addition there was a strong sense of

family loyalty influenced by her culture. Consequently, she wavered in her
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decision to live apart from Mr. F even though she, herself, felt ready to accept

institutional living because of her health ca¡e needs.

4, Eventually Mrs. F decided to apply to a chronic care respiratory

ward in another hospital and at the same time try a leave of absence. The leave

ended prematurely when the situation broke down and Mrs. F called the hospital,

asking to return before the weekend was over. lVhile frightened by the events that

took place during the leave, she had also confirmed in her own mind that she and

Mr. F would be better off living apart, However, Mr. F disagreed, and continued

to put pressure on Mrs. F to return home. Firm in her decision but weakened by

physical problems she asked the Dr. to help her explain to her husband that she

would be going to the respiratory ward even if Mr. F terminated the relationship

which he had threatened to do on several occasions. While he was angered by her

decision, Mr, F did tell her that he would not discontinue seeing her.

Sadly, Mrs. F died shortly after her transfer to the new facility,

Evahntion Phose:

The only evaluative instrument used was the eco-map pre and post

intervention, (post intervention representing a report from the new facility at 3

weeks following the transfer since Mrs. F died prior to the ó week follow-up

visit),

The eco-maps (figures 17 & 18) illustrate changes at the microsystem and

exosystem levels which were generated by changes to Mrs. F's otogenic level.

Despite her increased dependency which was accompanied by a decreasing

self-esteem, she was able to risk losing a relationship with her husband in order
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to enhance her chances at self-preservation and establish a quality existence for

herself for the time she had left. The key to this intervention was that Mrs. F was

in charge of the decision making throughout, despite her \.veakened physical state.

This not only assisted in improving a waning self-est€€m but, considering the

outcome, no one was left behind to deål with the guiìt that surely would have

emerged if Mrs. F had been directed or pressured to acc€pt institutional câre over

returning home.
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Family rGu

R{enal bfonnation:

An outpatient referral was made to this student by a physician in Mæch

1989 fo¡ physical and psycho-social abuse per Mrs, G's admission that her

husband had been striking and intimidating her during the entire sixty-two years

of their marriage,

The reason for Mrs. G's refenal to the Day Hospital program was listed

as rehabilitation and social support. Her medical history included a¡thritis,

diverticular disease; hypertension, ulcer surgery, hip surgery, shoulder surgery

due to fracture, fractured ribs, fractured coccyx, bilateral carpal tunnel syndrome

and Menière's syndrome. It was leamed in the first interview that Mrs. G's

history of fractures was due to severe beatings by her husband.

The course of family G's involvement with this student is illustrated in the

flow chart and detailed under the headings of assessment, intervention and

evaluation phases, all of which took place during the 5 month time period from

March 1989 to August 1989.

At Mrs. G's request, involvement with the student only included herself.
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Åssessnent Phase:

Pøieru's perspective - Mrs, G was bom to a F¡ench-Canadian family and

raised on a farm. She was married in her late teens a¡d had 13 children.

She admitted to being physically and verbally abused by her father but

denied sexual abuse. She also stated that she was responsible for exhausting and

sometimes demeaning tasks for her mother as well as nuns in a nearby convent as

a young child (eg. - heavy household cleaning, washing out menstrual rags). She

believed that she would be rewarded in heaven because of the difficulties she

experienced as a child and later as an adult when she was beâten and raped by her

husband. It seems that Mr. G was an alcoholic and while under the influence of

alcohol would hit Mrs. G and the children to the point of causing bruises,

lacerations and fractures. Mrs. G suspected that M¡. G had sexual relations with

their daughters and she knew for certain that he had numerous affairs with mutual

friends and relatives during their marriage.

Mrs. G considered that in recent years the situation had improved since

Mr. G no longer drank, was physically weakened by arthritis and the aging

process and no longer had sexual desires. Throughout her marriage, Mrs. G had

conhded in many people regarding her situation and was encouraged to leave.

This included several nuns and the parish priest. Apparently she left for short

periods of time but always retumed because of a sense of loyalty to God and her

family.

Collateral informaion - The home care nurse who visited Mr. and Mrs.

G did not consider that physical abuse had been a problem in the last 4 - 5 years.
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Apparently Mr. G did admit that it had been a problem for about 50 years because

of his drinking. The nurse stâted that both Mr. and M¡s. G would yell and

threâten each other on an ongoing basis and at times M¡. G appeared to be on the

verge of hitting Mrs. G.

Studcnt's perspective - This assessment provided a positive diagnosis for

abuse/neglect of a woman with a well-engrained pattern of victimization.

Engagement was immediately successful with Mrs. G who readily discussed her

history as she had done many times in the past. However after the initial

ventilation her attendance at Day Hospital be¡ame erratic and she avoided contact

with the student.

When questioned about this, Mrs. G admitted that this was a pattern

estâblished with all people who offered support over the years. Wheneve¡ she

could no longer handle her situation with her husband, she would enlist the help

of someone to listen, empathize and assist in helping her to le¿ve. However she

would either leave for only a short while or would decide not to leåve at all. The

result was embarrassment and shame at not leâving such a deplorable situation and

also for having "let down" the helping person. The long term result of this had

been the establishment of a belief that she really enjoyed being abused which in

tum created further feelings of self-hate and contempt. This dynamic, coupled

with the well established belief that the more she suffered the greater her rewa¡ds

would be in heaven, made for a very challenging intervention. To complicate the

situation further, Mrs. G would not allow Mr. G to be involved in the

intervention .
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Itenention Phase:

Mrs. G fell into the cåtegory of comp€tent and consenting to treatment

although testing revealed memory problems and difficulties with her ability to

abstmct. This, unfortunately limited certain intervention efforts which would have

incorporated cognitive restructuring as part of the plan. Nonetheless the following

plan was formulated:

1. There were several te¿m discussions regarding Mrs. G. It was

decided that the team would support Mrs. G during her ventilation of anger

toward her husband and normalize the ambivalences which followed. The goal

was to counteract any perceived messages that she was unworthy herself and even

deserving of abuse if she continued to return to an abusive situation.

2. Attendance at Day Hospital for an indefinite period was seen as an

end in itself. It served as a buffer between Mr. and M¡s. G and it gave Mrs. G

permission to enjoy herself twice a week which didn't seriously jeopardize her

belief that she must suffer in order to be rewarded later.

3. The student made Mrs. G aware that assistance would be provided

should she decide to leave. However the assumption was made that she would

remain and intervention would focus on (a) the development of a protsJtion plan

with which she could live, (b) working on self-esteem issues. The later area was

less successful because of Mrs. G's memory problems and difficulty in

abstracting.
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Evaluuion Phase:

Evaluative instruments uæd in terms of determining the effectiveness of

the intervention included the eco-map pre and post intervention and observations

by Day Hospital and home care personnel. M¡s. G did not complete the client

satisfaction questionnaire since she had difficulty understanding it,

The eco-maps (figures 20 & 21) illustrate changes at all thre€ levels.

The relationship between Mrs. G and Day Hospial gained in strength such

that her attendance became regular. This resulted in a reduction in tension

between Mr. and M¡s. G and Mrs. G began to allow herself some pleasure and

enjoyment at the Day Hospital.

The home ciue nurse observed that Mrs. G's affect and dress remained

depressed five days a week but on the Day Hospital days her mood was elevated

and she gave a great deal of attention to improving her appearance.
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Farnily ilHr

Refenal b{onnation:

An outpatient referral was made to this student by nursing and an

occupational therapist in April 1989 for suspected psycho-social and financial

abuse per Mrs. H's expressed concern that she didn't know where her money was

going under the management of he¡ son. She also talked openly about conflict

between her and her son regarding her future planning.

Mrs. H was refer¡ed to the Day Hospital program from the inpatient

interdisciplinary team for rehabilitation and social support. Her medical history

inctuded a diagnosis of Alzheimer's type dementia, high blood pressure and a

fractured hip. As an inpatient, Mrs. H had been referred to social work because

she had been registering the same complaints. However, after seeing the son, the

worker was not able to determine whether abuse was occurring or if Mrs. H's

concerns were an expression of her confused and disorientated stâtus. The \ryorker

did indicate that further assessment was warranted.

The course of family H's involvement with this student is illustrated in the

flow chart and detailed under the headings of assessment intervention and

evaluation phases, all of which took place during the four month period from

April 1989 to August 1989.

Involvement included Mrs. H and her son separately. Failed attempts were

made to see Mrs. H and her son together and efforts to see the grandson were also

not succ€ssful due to his heavy travel schedule,
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Assessmcn Plnse:

Paiient's peßpective - Mrs. H was born in the Ukraine and immigrated to

Canada during her teens. She had no formal education and worked in a sewing

factory until her marriage. Mr. and Mrs, H had 1 son. M¡. H died about 20 -

25 years ago. Mrs. H maintained regular contact with he¡ son and his three

children over the years. She also had regular contact with the son's first wife but

did not approve of his second wife. She blamed her hospitalization on the second

wife, stating that the wife had hit Mrs. H in the head while Mrs. H was standing

at a bus stop. She was also convinced that the second wife was influencing her

son in a manner that was jeopardizing Mrs. H's money and independence. The

son was managing Mrs. H's money with a joint power of attomey with a grandson

and only giving her small amounts. He was also planning to sell her duplex and

move her into a senior citizens apartment to which she was adamantly opposed.

Son's perspectíve - Mr. H presented in a very curt, authoritarian manner.

He discussed the many stresses he was experiencing which included a

mother-in-law on the emergency nursing home list, a demanding position with a

well established business and visiting and shopping for his mother once a week as

well as managing her finances. Due to the grandson's heavy travel schedule, Mr.

H was managing Mrs. H's finances exclusively at this point. He expressed

concem about his mother's judgement, memory and her overall sâfety while living

alone in her home.

Collateral inþrmaion - The home care nurse reported that Mrs. H was

doing well at that point with weekly home ca¡e help but that any further decline
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would likely compromise her ability to remain on her own. However, medical

reports suggested that there was no indication that a decline was immediately

forthcoming. In fact, Mrs. H's condition had improved to her pre-surgery status.

Memory problems and occasional disorient¿tion were still evident but not to the

extent that they existed following her hip surgery.

Studeru's perspecîive - The assessment provided a positive diagnosis for

abuse but intentionality become an important factor in determining an intervention

approach. It was considered possible that the motivation behind the acts of

denying M¡s. H adequate accessibility to her finances and right to

self-determination were of an overly protective nature on the part of an efficient,

overburdened and obsessive son. The ¡esult was an escalating power struggle

between Mrs. H and her son. In an attempt to gain greater control of the situation

the son had recently enlisted the services of a lawyer in application for an order

giving the son rights of private Committeeship. This would give him the power

to administer her finances against her wishes which would also enable him to

pressure her into a move to a senior citizen's apartment. The lawyer had

requested two reports from physicians attesting to her incompetency. Initially the

Day Hospital physician agreed to supply such a report but revised that decision

after hearing the report from home care and reviewing an occupational therapy

report which demonstrated an improved score on her mini-mental status exam and

general observations of overall cognitive improvement.
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Interveruion Phase:

Mrs. H's competency was unclear. She had exhibited signs of paranoia

and significant disorientation which would clearly jeopardize her safety. She was

also diagnosed with a dise¿se which had a known process of chronic and

progressive decline, However, improvements were noted over a period of time

to the extent that her competency became more questionable. The home ca¡e

report and a home visit by the occupational therapist and student all attested to a

reasonable degree of safety and this prompted a determination of the least

restrictive altemative which was to deem her competent to make decisions for

herself.

Consequently the student's intervention plan included the engagement of

Mrs. H, the son and the grandson (the only family member who Mrs. H trusted)

rilith the goal of facilitating some problem-solving. Mrs. H was agreeable.

However the son was not able to attend the first home visit and the grandson was

out of town. In a lengthy phone conversation with the son, the student attempted

the following intervention:

1. Provided the opportunity for ventilation since it was anticipated that

the son would be angry when he learned that the Day Hospital physician would

not declare Mrs, H incompetent.

2. Facilitation of insight into the escalating situation between Mrs' H

and her son by partializing his stress and reframing his mother's "stubbornness"

by discussing the feârs associated with loss of physical and mental capabilities.
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Role reversal scenarios were used since the opportunity presented itself and

appeared to be successful. The end result was a significant diffusion in the son's

emotional wrath, his agre€ment not to pursue the committeeship and as well he

decided not to pressure Mrs. H into a move since he himself agre€d that she

appeared to be safe in her environment for the moment.

3, This situation was still regarded as precarious and was therefore

referred to the Day Hospital Social Worker for ongoing assessment and support.

While there was no evidence of misappropriation of funds during this practicum,

it was considered appropriate to assess this area further as well.
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Evaluation Phase:

The only evaluative instrument used in terms of determining the

effectiveness of the intervention was the eco-map (Figures 23 EL 24), since Mrs'

H was not able to complete a client satisfaction questionnaire.

The significance of the intervention efforts in this situation, is actually

demonstrated by the fact that there was no apparent change noted pre and post

intervention. Prior to hospitalization Mrs. H had been completely independent'

However, during her hospitalization, attempts were made by her son to change her

independent status to one of greater dependency, an occurrence which could be

perceived as abusive in the sense that her right to self-determination and dignity

were being threatened, The intervention efforts were aimed at sustaining and

prolonging as much of Mrs. H's pre-hospital status as possible.
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Evaluation of Iæarning Objecfives

As stated earlier, the objectives of this practicum were to gain a more

comprehensive understanding of elder abuse through a review of the literature,

provide an assessment and intervention in situations identified as

abusive/neglectful, evaluate the impact of the intervention on the client system and

as well evaluate the student's skill development. An additional component of the

practicum was to provide education to hospital team members and participate on

hospital committees concerned with elde¡ abuse.

The extent to which these objectives were met is explored in this section

as well as the student's general leaming and recommendations arising ftom the

practicum.

Literature Review

The studying, organizing and integrating of relevant literature presented a

definite challenge to this student. In addition to a review of the limited literature

on elder abuse, the student found it necessary to explore some of the literature on

child and spouse abuse. Although it is still unknown as to whether the findings

from some of the spouse and/or child abuse studies can be generalized to the

elderly population, it did enable the student to develop a more comprehensive

assessment and intervention protocol than was available in the a¡e¿ of elder

abuse/neglect at the time the practicum took place.
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Model of Assessment and Intervention

As a social worker in a hospital setting prior to the practicum, this student

had not been expoæd to the type of unconscionably brutal situations occasionally

reported by the media which appeared to occu¡ within a clearly defined

victim-perpetrator context. Rather, the student's experience had been that the

phenomena ofelder abuse/neglect most often evolved from a diverse and complex

set of interactional dynamics. The development of a model for assessment and

intervention was guided by this experience in addition to the knowledge gained

through a review of the literature.

This model, which was a combination of the Tomita and Quinn protocol

(1986) and Belsþ model (1982), was considered to be a good beginning attempt

at the development of an assessment and intervention protocol in a geriatric

rehabilitation and extended care hospital setting even for the most brutal of

situations such as the one described in the "Family E" case study.

The assessment process would have been improved if the Allardyce

assessment tool (1990) found in Appendix B had been developed prior to the

practicum. While the assessment used by this student captured most of the

dynamics that the Allardyce tool is designed to elicit, the highly organized and

comprehensive nature of the Allardyce tool would have contributed much greater

efficiency to this student's assessment process.

The intervention process was not unlike any other social work intervention

with the establishment of goals designed to change certain aspects of the clients'
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situation. The only additional component to the utilization of the generic skills of

crisis management, knowledge in the a¡eas of aging, illness and disability and

depression in the elderly was the provision of education regarding the nature of

abuse and information regarding the resources available to assist persons caught

in an abusive/neglectful situation.

Evaluation of Services to Clients

The designing of an evaluation process presented major difficulties to this

student. The first problem was a lack of questionnaires relating to the subject

matter. The second problem was the fact that most of the population were

partially or totâlly illiterate due to trauma, disease and/or limited formal

education. Another obstacle was the tenuous nature of engagement which quite

likely would have been further threâtened with the use of questionnaires.

Consequently the only questionnaire which wes used was a short, generalized

consumer satisfaction questionnaire which can be found in Appendix E. Six

completed questionnaires were retumed and their responses are compiled in

Appendix E. Only two of the patients were able to complete the questionnaire.

The other four were completed by those significant others who were involved in

the intervention.

Eco-maps were also used, pre and post intervention. Pre-intervention

represents the period of time immediately preceding hospitalization and post

intervention represents the 6 week follow-up interview, Although the eco-map
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does not depict the changes occurring at the otogenic level, it does effectively

demonstrate changes at the microsystem and exosystem levels.

Observation of staff members was also considered to be a very useful

means of evaluation.

Evaluation of Student's Skill Development

The student's skills were assessed and developed through the use of:

A) A diary comprised of process recordings which were reviewed

regularly by the student and advisor. Most of the learning focused on methods

designed to improve the skills of engagement, assessment and intervention with

single subjects and families.

Va¡ious methods of engaging a reticent and sometimes hostile client

population in a secondary setting were explored and practised. In general, a

benign and client centred approach designed to elicit concerns of each member of

the client system regarding their cuûent situation was considered to be the best

method for initial engagement.

Assessment was considered an ongoing process, essential to the

development of a realistic and appropriate intervention plan. The acquisition of

as much information and as many perspectives within the client's ecological sphere

was considered to be critical to the development of a comprehensive assessment.

As the practicum progressed, the student became more skilled at screening and

sifting through great amounts of information and using only that which was

relevant to the achievement of the established goals'
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Most interventions involved the opening up of communication and assisting

with problem solving through the use of education, reframing, partializing,

normalizing and goal setting. In depth family therapy was not considered a focus

for this practicum. However, if the ne€d and willingness for family therapy had

arisen, a referral would have been made to an appropriate service.

The setting of goals was a challenging aspect for this student since it raised

the ethical issue of whether or not we as professionals have the right to supersede

the goals of the client as is the case with child protection services or do we abide

by the client's goals as in spouse abuse situations. Compounding this ethical

dilemma fufher was the fact that five of the eight patients had varying degrees of

questionable competency. In an attempt to resolve this dilemma the student made

certain judgement decisions:

1. In those situations where the patients were clearly competent, the

student only acted as a facilitator to the client system as they established goals they

felt were appropriate, even if those goals were not the same as the student's

desired goals (e.g., Mrs. A deciding not to pursue financial abuse). Underlying

this decision was the belief that imposed goals or the application of undue pressule

on a competent adult to formulate goals they themselves do not want will likely

result in the client finding a way to subvert the intervention or disengage from the

clinician. On occasion the student attempted to influence the goal setting process

by offering altematives or exploring through questions, the client's belief system.

However, it was always made clear that the student's input was only to offer the

client as many options as possible, The choices and decisions were the client's
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responsibility and would be accepted by the clinician even if the clinician had

concerns that they may not necessarily be in the client's best interests. Confidence

in this practice was strengthened further by Mrs. F's situation, Some

well-meaning and concemed staff were tempted to put pressure on Mrs, F to

choose institutional care over returning home. Because of her weakened

condition, Mrs. F would have undoubtedly succumbed to the pressure. However

staff resisted the temptation to protect Mrs. F and instead offered her much

encouragement and support in making her own decision. After some emotional

struggle, which included a leave of absence at home, Mrs. F decided to choose

institutional care. However, shortly after the move, she died. It is not known for

certain whether the move to an unfamiliar environment and the use of different

therapeutic techniques had some responsibility in hastening her death. Had M¡s.

F not struggled to reach the decision herself, not only would staff have felt a great

de¿l of sadness around the loss of Mrs. F, but quite likely some guilt as well.

2. In those situations where the patients competency was in question,

attempts were made to engage thoæ persons in the client system who were

involved with the abuse/neglect and gain a commitment for their involvement in

the formulation of an intervention plan aimed at ameliorating or eliminating the

abuse/neglect. This approach was successful in all but two situations one of which

never achieved successful engagement (family D) and another where, as a last

resort, an intervention plan was imposed on the client system (family E).
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B) The Quality Assu¡ance Form for the Elder Abuse and Neglect Protocol

was used with each family. It is an audit form designed for use with the Tomitâ

and Quinn protocol (1986). Responses relating to all eight situations were

tabulated and can be found in appendix G. The audit form was useful in

evaluating standards pertaining to the Tomita and Quinn Protocol but there was

no similar method of evaluating standards pertaining to Belskey's model.

Educative and Comnittee Membership Role

The student worked with four inter-disciplinary teams during the course of

the practicum. Since there was hospital wide interest in the subject of elder abuse,

the student's learning experiences were well received by all team members, There

were regular, in depth team discussions with the mutual formulation of goals and

role expectations. An inter-disciplinary teåm approach to elder abuæ/neglect such

as the one this student enjoyed was deemed critical for a comprehensive

assessment and successful formulation and implementation ofan intervention plan.

This student also became an active member the hospital committee on elder

abuse which was given the task of developing a philosophical approach to the

problem and a screening, assessment and intervention protocol. This was an

invaluable learning experience for the student who actively struggled along with

a variety of other disciplines to establish a consistent and standardized approach

to the problem of elder abuæ/neglect. Staff from medicine, nursing, pastoral

care, therapy disciplines, and social work all brought their own personnel and
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professional values and ethics to this forum and much work was done to establish

an approach which was acceptable to all disciplines, The committee was at the

point of testing the screening and assessment tools at the time the practicum was

nearing completion. They continue to meet on a regular basis to date.

The student only attended two meetings of a city-wide inær-hospital

committee on elder abuse/neglect whose objective r,vas to solicit funding for a

teaching module which was to be developed and used for hospital staff working

with abuse. The inception of this committee commenced at the end of the

practicum and another social worke¡ from the hospital subsequently took the place

of the student.

General Iæarning

This practicum study focused on a small number of individuals who

represented only part of the elder abuse/neglect population, namely those disabled

or unwell elderly having inpatient or outpatient status in a geriatric extended care

and rehabilitation facility. Consequently some of the student's findings may not

be applicable to the total population.

However, germane to all aspects of work in the field of elder abuse, is the

presence of many conflicting ethicâl issues resulting in the need for a wide range

of clinical skills.

Fundamental to the technical skills required is an ability to work in a

concerned yet objective manner in an area which, by its very nature, engenders
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a high degree of emotionality, at a very personal level. While effective clinical

practice involves a recognition of one's personal biases, this appears particularly

critical in the a¡ea of abuse/neglect. Anger, frustration, the need to protect and/or

admonish are all feelings which every clinician needs to come to terms with at a

personal level in order to work effectively with individuals involved in an

abusive/neglectful situation. This student considers that a commitment to this

process of personal learning and growth is essential to the process of learning and

growth at a professional level.

As mentioned by Hudson (1988), inærvention in the area of elder

abuse/neglect can occur at three main levels. While this practicum study focuæd

primarily on the micro level ofanalysis which involves direct clinical intervention,

there was unquestionable influence from the mezm and macro levels which

essentially involves education and research and policy making. Following is a

summary of the students findings:

Micro level -Clinical access to all eight situations was greåtly enhanced by

the physical setting and the context which was established.

The setting provided two main advantages. First of all, elders were

admitted as either inpatients or outpatients for medical purposes, a socially

acceptable re¿son for which to seek help a¡d one which evokes no particular

defensiveness or resistance, Secondly, the setting provided greater environmental

control than would otherwiæ be afforded in a¡ acute care hospital or shelter where

people are expected to stay for short periods of time or most certainly in the

community where support services a¡e limited and health care workers can easily
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be denied access to private residences. Inpatients routinely stay for several months

or longer and Day Hospital patients are frequently seen two days per week,

thereby enhancing access to the elder. In addition, family or significant others are

encouraged and in some caæs expected to participate in the elder's treatment

program and/or discharge planning which maximizes access to those individuals

who may be involved in the abusive/neglectful situation,

There was however one difficulty encountered with this medically focuæd

setting. Elders and their significant others expected communic¿tion to centre

around medical and physically therapeutic treâtment of the elders medical

problems and it was sometimes very difficult for the student to change thei¡ focus

to one involving interrelationships.

ln terms of context, it seemed that access was greatly enhanced by utilizing

an ecological approach to the problem. It enabled the student to gain a

comprehensive view of each family situation and it offered a variety of

possibilities for points of intervention relevant to each families needs, As

mentioned before, it is extremely difficult to gain access into these situations due

to the s€crecy, bonds of loyalty, fear, shame, lack of awareness and in some

situations because of competency problems. An ecological approach embodies an

holistic and non-inflammatory approach by its very nature and this served to

enhance the chances of engagement with a population which for the most part is

known to be very resistant.

Another aspect which was considered an essential to the process of

screening, assessment and intervention was the utilization of an interdisciplinary
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team which in most cases consisted of physicians, nursing, occupational therapy,

physiotherapy, recreåtional therapy, speech therapy, dietary, pastoral care, as well

as social work in an ancillary ¡ole. Most of these health c¿re workers see patients

individually and frequently with their significant others on a daily basis or at leåst

several times a week. Their opportunity to detect situations of abuse/neglect is

oftentimes greåter than that of the social worker, particularly in ættings where

social work is an ancillary service and involvement occurs upon referr¿I.

In addition, while all team members have their own discipline specific

intervention, a consistent overall approach regarding abuse/neglect reduces

confusion and resistance within the client system and enhances the opportunity for

change in a positive direction. The movement noted in each of the eight situations

in this practicum would not have been possible without the input of the

interdisciplinary teams with whom the student worked.

Conflict which naturally arises when team members bring their own personnel and

professional set of ethics and philosophical beliefs to the interdisciplinary forum,

was, for the most part, not used in a competitive manner as team members

effectively met the challenge of problem-solving in the best interests of the client

system. Different approaches were tried and assessed in their merit, rather than

personalized. However even the most cohesive teams can have difficulties with

problem solving related to ass€ssment and intervention from time to time and it

has been the experience of the Beth Israel Hospital Assessment Team in Boston

that an appointed team mediator is useful in facilitating a constructive approach

to team problem-solving.
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Specific to the social work intervention, there was much general leaming,

some of which is yet to be understood and articulated upon future reflections.

The two main aspects of leaming which are significant for the student at

this point include an improved awareness of client re¿diness and the degree to

which protectionism and f¡ee choice is exercised in any given situation.

In terms of readiness it took for the most part, a greât deal of time for

disclosure and in many cåses, clients re.onsidered their commitment to

intervention at various points in time. Not only was a genuine acceptance of this

on the part of the student considered to be important, but the need to normalize

this pattem at the outset of every intervention was also deemed important in terms

of "doing no harm", The client must be free to change goals or even discontinue

intervention as their needs dictate and to do so in a climate of non-condemnation.

Should this approach not be practised, there is the risk that the client may receive

messages from the clinician which compound pre-existing problems of self esteem.

Feelings of guilt, inadequacy, embarrassment and even the belief that they were

deserving of abuse can occur when a client reconsiders some of the changes to

which they initially committed themselves. By normalizing the ambivalences at

the outset and demonstrating flexibility, the clinician increases the likelihood of

having some degree of change take place or at least reengagement at a time when

the client is more ready. More importantly, the clinician exercises the principle

of doing no harm, something we all aspire to but may inadvertently not practice,

In terms of balancing free choice and protectionism, it was realized that no

definitive position could be taken, since each situation was unique and required
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varying degrees of both. However, a method evolved during the study which

assisted in enhancing the clinical judgement which was exercised. A thorough

assessment of every situation was completed and the principle of utilizing as little

protectionism as possible was adopted. Attempts were made to employ the least

restrictive alternative and encourage as much free choice as possible even with

situations where competency was an issue.

Meuo and macro levels - During the course of the practicum, it became

evident that the efficiency and effectiveness of the clinical interventions were to

be significantly influenced by the current state of professional and public

knowledge, govemmental involvement and resea¡ch.

At the start of the practicum, there were very few efforts being directed

toward promoting public awareness and increasing professional knowledge in the

area of elder abuse. However, over the next eleven months, many programs were

developed which were aimed at increasing awareness a¡d understanding, both

locally and nationally. This resulted in a noticeable change in attitude both on the

part of professionals and the general public as well. At a professional level, there

was an increasing interest and desire to leam more about elder abuse/neglect. At

a public level, more people began expressing concern regarding their own situation

or someone they knew.

Toward the end of the practicum, there was more signihcant movement on

the paÍ of the provincial government to address the area of legislation and more

funding was made available for community resources such as the Elder Abuse

Resource Centre. Notwithstanding these progressive developments, however, it
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was cleâr that there remained an urgent need fof immediate attention to this area

in order that clinical interventions be enhanced, supported and maintained. This

pmcticum yielded a critical need for the development of more specific guidelines

to serve professionals; professional training programs; increased respite, home

ca¡e and day care services; legal and advocacy progr¿uns; family counselling

services for the elderly and signific¿nt others; shelters which accommodate the

needs of elderly men and women and seniors housing without lengthy waiting lists

for interim or long-term residency.

Based on the aforementioned findings, a list of recommendations follows.

Recommendations arising from the Practicum

1. That intervention take place at all system levels - the micro, mezzo

and macro levels (Hudson, 1986) in orde¡ that the problem be deålt with

comprehensively.

2. That the issue of mandatory reporting be fully explored by

government both locally and nationally utilizing input from programs with

experience in this area such as the Beth Israel Hospital Assessment Team in

Boston and those Provinces with mandantory reporting requirements.
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3. That resources be available to meet the needs which have been

identified through this and other studies such as crisis lines; counselling; shelters;

housing; home care, day care and respite services; legal and advocacy programs.

4. That consideration be given to establishing a shelter in a setting

such as the one in which this practicum took place. The physical setting, the time

f¡ame allowed for effective intervention, the inter-disciplinary approach were all

feåtures which contributed greatly to the overall effectiveness of intervention in

the eight situations described.

5, That a st¿ndardized protocol be developed for use in health care

settings and that the protocol include screening, assessment, intervention and

evaluation tools. This protocol would be subject to periodic evaluation and

refinement,

ó. That a short, easily completed screening checklist be completed on

elders entering a health c¿re setting along with the general admission assessment.

The checklist preæntly being tested at the Winnipeg Municipal Hospital in

Winnipeg is considered to be useful in terms of targeting potential abuse/neglect

situations early in the patient's program, thereby averting a crisis at the time of

discharge or later in the community.
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7, That an inter-disciplinary approach to assessment, intervention and

evaluation be practised in heâlth care settings dealing with elder abuse/neglect and

that professional training in the area and team building semina¡s be included as

part of the inter-disciplinary teams development. Another method for enhancing

the growth and development of teamwork might be to have an experienced

mediator present at team meetings to assist with problem-solving as the team

negotiates an approach to case management as tvell as assessment and intervention.

8. That the client exercise as much f¡ee choice as possible and that the

concepts of the "leâst restrictive altemative" and "do no harm" guide any

intervention until such time as more specific guidelines are developed and tested.

9. That assessment and intervention be flexible, broad and baæd in an

ecological perspective. An assessment tool such as the Allardyce Tool is

recommended since it is designed not only to elicit a comprehensive assessment

and give a focus for intervention but because of its resea¡ch potential as well.

10. That researchers attempt to further study the issue of elder abuse

within an ecological context such that the intenelationships between and among

factors o¡ constructs within all four levels (otogenic, microsystem, exosystem and

macrosystem) are analyzed. This would require the systematic study of a series

of research projects each incorporating a manageable number of possible

ecological relationships,
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11, And finally, that more in-depth practicum studies be developed in

a variety of community and health care settings. Specific studies designed to

examine single issues such as the significance of loyalty in elder abuse/neglect

situations or general studies such as this one are all necessary for the ongoing

collection of knowledge to be used in an area which is predicted to become mo¡e

problematic with the years.
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APPE}IDIX A
INTERDISCIPLINARY SCREENING CHECKLIST FOR IDENTIFYING POTENTIALTY AT RTSK PATIENTS

This checklist can be completed by any or all members of the Health care Team. please
jndicate discipline involved in codnent section.

YES NO COMI'1ENTS/S I GNATURE OATE

I Are there any unusual physical features noted
on the physical assessment. (i.e., untreated
bed sores ,or fractures, bruises, scratches,
person is unkempt)?

II D0 any of the responses made by the patient or
observed by the staff re the patient's
attitude towards their famiìy suggest the need
for further exploration (i,e., reluctance to
talk openly; waits for caregiver to respond,
avoids physical or verbaì contact with care
gi ver ) ?

III Does the behavioral response of the patient
suggest that they are feeì ing heìpless re-
signed, sad, Iistless (not iììness related)
lack of se] f worth, fearfu'l , passive, angry or
aggressi ve? (pl ease circle)

Mas the family and/or caregiver verbalized
feel ings of stress over their caregiving(í.e., feels forced into caregiving -rolel
i s01ated with no supports)?

V Are the family/caregiver's behaviora'l re-
sponses to patient and/or staff inäppropriate
to the situation (i.e., lacks information/
understandjng of patientrs needs, responds
with defensiveness when questioned; excessive-
ly.under or over concerned, acts aggressìve/
i nsllts/harasses patient or staff)?

VI Does the patient and/or family state, or, is
there observed violent behavior, substance
abuse, financial mismanagement ìor other
mi strea tmen ts ?

DISPoSITI0N: Referred to SocÍal l,lork for assessment (circle) YES

Patient's Name

Hospi tal Number

Date Comp l eted

NO
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APPENDIX B

ELDER ABUSE INTAKE AND ASSESS}IENT FORM

DATE :

COI'ÍPLETED BY:

COMPLETED WI TH:

IF OTHER THAN ELDER. IDENTIFY PARTICIPANÎ'S RELATIONSTÍIP TO ELDER:

TO BE COMPLETED AT CLOSURE

Abuse: Suspected_ Confirmed_ Not p¡esent_

Police Charses: Yes_ No_

GENER.A,L LIFESTYLE ISSUF,S

ACCESS TO AND USE OF FORM.AL SUPPORTS

1. Recelves range of nedlcal
services when apptopr iate
or requested, eg. eye doctor
dent i st, specialist(s). etc.

2. Has transpo¡tation to health
services.

3. ls able to approÞriately
describe the purpose and
function of each nedi cat i on
taken.

4. Caregiver is able to
aÞpcopriately describe the
purpose and function of
each nedication adni ni s tered

5. Receives tlone Care. ¡leals on
Wheels. and other types of
assistance if needed.

6, Has been adnitted to hospita
on a respite basis when
requi red .

CO}I}IENTS:



LIVING ARR.ANGEMENTS

7. Environíient 1s safe, eg.
hone safety neasures are
adequate. fear of crine is
not expressed, etc.

Has access to a telephone.

9. Has appropriate mobi l ity
withfn the hoEe. eg- wheel-
chair, bedroon on the maÍn
floor of the home. etc.

10. Environnent is conduclve to
physlcal well-being, eg.
absence of health hazards
such as insects, faulty
wirtng, lack of hearing, etc

11. Has access to TV, radio and
othe¡ types of vi sua I /aud i o
s t inul at i on.

12. Suitable standard of clean-
liness 1s naintained in the
home, eg. regular changes of
I inen and beddlng. etc.

COM ENTS:

GENERAL I{ELL-BE I NG

13. Fee.ls isolated, eg. not
included in fani ly ítealtimes
kept in a bedroom apart f¡o¡l
the faoi Iy, etc.

14. Expresses disconfort at not
obtaining enough/obtaining
too nuch sleep.

15. Outl.ines positive, nurturing
aspects of livlng ln present
envi ronnent. (DETAILS )

co¡f¡tENTs :

N/APP

N/APP

N/APP



FINANCES

4.

I.

3.

s upPor ts

COM}IENTS:

¡laintains cont¡ol over
peDsonal finaoces, eg, bank
depos i as , v:ithdrawals. etc.,
and/or provldes sÞecif ic
lnstructions for faml ly/
fr iends

Purchases appropriate
clothing size, seasons of
the year, etc. or provides
specific ins tructlons
regarding purChas ing.

Has sufficient funds for
anusenents/social outings.

Has aÞÞ¡oÞriate A. D. L.

ING

Chooses to contribute noni es
to househo.l d expenses. eg.
¡ent, uti.lities, grocercies.
etc.

Chooses to contr i bute
towards najor hone repairs.

Has sone inÞut lnto house-
hold budge ti ng.

Feels thece is enough noney
to meet th€ needs of eve¡y-
one in the farnily (.if not,
explain).

N/APP

N/APP

N/APP

N/APP

7.



Infre- Not App-

N/APP9. Feels noney is not nanaged
appropriately by fani Iy
nenbers, eg. too nuch noney
is spent on alcohol, etc.

MaÍntains control over
pe¡sona¡ pfoperty. eg.
disposal of any prope rt i es
arid/or belongings was done
ln accordance with personrs
wi.shes.

11. Feels coerced into giving
glfts of noney. belongings,
o¡ property to adu¡t chi
and/or g¡andchildren. ( DETAI L

COHIíENTS:

SOCIAL NETÍ{ORK

3. Isolated fron friends and
oeighbours.

4. Is satisfied with the extent
of contact with friends -

ACT IV ITi ES

I1. Is satisfled with .teve.l of I

participation in recreation, 
Ifitness. club and,/or 
I

re¡. igious actÍvities. ( DETAI L )l
I

2. Describes a typical da¡, ç¡1"t
inctudes acttvi t ies that werel
enjoyed. (DETAIL ) |

CO}ÍIIENIS:

N/A

N/APP

N/APP

N/APP

N/ÁPPN/À



7.

Enjoys activities that they
do together. (DETAI L )

Is able to access frields
t{ithout assistance.

Has certain frÍends who are
particularly helpful and
caring. (DETAIL )

cotifitBNTs:

CHI LDHOOD

1. FeIt that parenta.l. anger
resulted ln excessÍve and./o¡
inappropriate disclpìine, eg
beatings, bell ttlng, etc.

2. States was abused by pärents
as a chiId, eg. physicallr',
sexual,ly and/or psycho-
ìogical lv. (DETAIL )

3. Al coho l,/d¡ug abuse was
prevalent in the family.

COMIiIENTS :

ADULTHOOD

4- Fanl ¡ylfriends outside the
nuc¡ear fani Iy were
available for support as
needed.

5. Observed own or spouse's
pa¡ents being abused,
(OETAI L )

PERSONAL II ISTORY

N /APP

N /APP

N /APP

N/APP

N/APP



6. Abused own or spouse's
parents. ( DETAI L )

7, FeIt that anger was
displayed i nappropDi ate I Y
in household. (DETAI L )

8. observed abuse of spouse
and/or chi ldren. (DETAIL)

9. Abused spouse and/or
chlldren. (DETAIL )

10. l{as abused by spouse
and/or children. ( DETAI L )

11, A¡cohol/dîug abuse was
prevalent in the fanlly.

co¡Ít{ENTs:

COM UN ICATION

1. Receives vis lts fron/visits
extended fatri ly nedbers .

2. Feels llstened to and under-
stood bY fanillt, eg. 15

cot!fortable expressing needs
to fani ly, etc. (DETAIL)

3- Ig¡ores/denies that there a¡É
p¡oblens/issues with¡n the
hone, eg. substance abuse,
etc. ( DETAIL )

FA.iI I LY

N /APP

N/APP

N/APP



lnfre-

Becomes wi thd¡awn/ fear ful
l{hen talking about fani lt'
nenbers, eg. expresses fear
of reprisal or abandonnent
when discussing fani ly
nenbers.

Becones overly aggress ive
when talking about fami Iy
meEbers, eg. raises tone of
voice, bel ittles f a¡ni ly
llenbers, etc.

COM ENTS:

tt.

7.

States aspects of fami ly
llfe that a¡e considered
inportant by the person
q¡g states that these are
exÞerienced. (DETAIL )

Describes al I iances within
the fani Iy that are
potentlalll' harmf u.l to the
person, eg, nenbers ta.l k i ng
behlnd back, taking noney
for substance abuse , etc.
( DETAIL )

Appears overly pro tect i ve
of fani ly nenbers, eg.
perceÍves outside " threats "
to fanily such as visits
fron Chi ld and Family
Servlces, PoIice, etc.

BLames sel f for existing
Þroblens in the fami I y,

;
i

co¡ütENTs:

N/APP



BEHAVIOUR/CONTROL ISSUES

10- Feels that expressed anger
becones uncontrol led and
leads to vlolent behavlour
within fanily nembers.
(DETAIL )

1l- Feels family has appropriate
ways of dealing with stress-
fu¡ family situations, eg.
adult child does not laah
out physlcally at spouse in
response to situatj.on of
unerìploynent, etc. ( DETAIL )

12. Ignores or ls unaware of
chi ldren' ,/fani I les ' stress-
ful situations, eg.
unemploynent, separation,
etc.

13. .States there is substance
abuse within the f ani.l y.
( DETAIL }

14. FeeIs power Ín the fanily is
consistently held by one
person. eg. one person is
most likely to nake najor
decisions. etc. ( DETAI L )

15. Assunes he¡ p¡.ess /dependen t
stance as assertiveness is
resÞonded to with vlolence,
eg. el.der feels unable to
affect powe¡ i mbal ances
within the fanily. ( DETA IL )

16. States speci fic abuse
received fron fanily
¡nenbers. (DBTAI L )

1?. Habit disorders are
observed, eg. thunbsuck j ng,
¡ocking, etc,

COII}IENTS:

N/APP



ROLES

18. Pee¡s he/she has a neaning-
ful ¡ole ln fanily, eg.
glves enotional support when
required to adult chi ldren,
etc. ( DETAI L )

19. Feels unreasonable expect-
atlons of the persoR, s
capabilit¡es are held by the
caregi\re¡, eg. f{hen person i
used as a housekeeper or
babysltter against hi s,/her
wishes.

20. Unreasonab¡e expectations of
the careglve¡,s capabi I i tles
are held by the person, eg,
pe¡son expects careglve¡ to
stay hoÌle Hith hin/he¡ and
not go out to visit friends,
etc. as thls ls equated lrith
desertion.

21. Expresses disconfort at not
being ab¡e to help a¡ound
the hone.

22. Fee.l.s that fanily has
inappropriate.ly renoved
deci s ion-naki ng
resÞonsibilities. ( DETAI L )

23 Caregiver has felt pressured
into assumlng the rol.e of
caregiver, eg. due to
financial hardship, oc guilt
because parent raised hitn/
her, etc.

24 Caregiver feels Í nadequate
the careglving ¡ole, eg. is
concerned he/she doesn,t
understand the person's
ernotional needs, doesn,t
spend time with the person,
etc.

COIÍ}IENTS :



SUIifiiIARY SCORE SHEET

GENERAL LIFESTYLE ISSUES

I

a) Access to and gse of Formal
SupÞor ts

b) Living Arrangenents

c) General We I I belng

Total

FINANCES

a) Personal F lnancial Decision
Making

b) Family Flnanclal Decision
¡lak Í ng

1o tal

SUBSCORES ¡IEAN SCORES

SUBSCORES MEÁ.N SCORBS

SUBSCORES MEAN SCORES

al Activl ties

b) Social Network

Total

PERSONAL HISTORY

a) Chi Idhood

b) AduI thood

Total

SUBSCORES ¡IEAN SCORES



FA.I'{ I LY

a) CoEnunl cat lon

b) Affective Re Iat Íonshi ps

c) Behaviour/Contcol Issues

d) RoIes

Total

TOTAL RAfi SCORE

tl

SUBSCORES MEAN SCORES
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App€ndix C

Elder Abuse and NePlect:

Written Protocol for ldentificåtion and Ass€-ssdent

ASSESSMENT

H islory

Methodoloqy Tecb¡ioue

l. Exaúine client alose without caregtvcr

2. Explain to caregiver he/she will bc rnrn rcrrsl separately after client is interviewed; this

is pårt of routh€ exam'

3. Do not rush duri-ng i¡terview. Pror rrJ< urpgn to client and caregivef. wofk questions

into conversslion i¡ ¡elaxed r¡a¡ncr

4. Do not bejudgmental or allow p¿fs.n¡¡ l..hnF to interfere with providing optinal care.

do trot PremÂturely diagnose clicnt ¡¡ I rÌçhm of elder abuse or neglect; do not tell

caregiver whÂt treålmenl plrns arc r'rnrrl dl frcts âre Sathered'

5. Pay special sttention to trsumÂ, t m¡. n¡nlKE, recenl change in condition, a¡d fi¡aûciel

ststus.

6. Do colletersl c¡nù¡cts sll soon ss pulr& rrth othen, i'e" visiting nurse, neighbours'

friends. to obtsh additionsl inforn¡t¡ ¡



Siqns and Svmptoms SuÐicious for Abus€/Neslect

l. Client brought in to hospital Emergency Room by sooeone other lhå.n csregiver.

2. Prolonged intewal betwe¿n traum¡/ill¡ess end preseûtåtion for medicai care (i.e., gross

decubili).

3. Suspicious history: client is new to system with history of 'shoppiag' or 'doctor

hoppi-ng'. Dascription of how injury occuned is alien to the physical fi-ndings, either

better or worse; clieût hås i-ojuries nor nrntioned in history; has history of previous

simitar episodes; too m¡¡y 'explainÉ¡j' rnjuncs or inconsislent exPlsnations over time'

4. M€dicåtion bottles or the client's phrmr v proñle indicåtes D€dicatioDs ere not b€ing

taken or given as prescribed.

Adninister Mini-Mental Slåte Erl¡tr ,ìr DrnËntiâ Scsle to deærmine current nental

status > (Kaba€oldfa¡b Dementr¡ i¡Jr I pol.nt eåch if patient knows age, d¡y, month,

year, month of birth, year of biñ}. .¡r! l ¡!rçss, city, President of United Sletes' last

past President of Uniled Slates) (P(¡'r . ù'1. F¡ir = 3-7, Good = 8-¡0).

Collect pêrli¡ent dåla: i,e., lengr.h ot l¡ÍE .¡ rc ¡dence, m€dicsl insurancæ source, income

source(s).

Assess client's ability to perform rtn,r'a ',1 .Lrly living ' i'e., ability to do self<are'

ambulation status, sbility to do nËd t'rÊf¡rür(n. pay bills, shop; Eode of transportâlion.

etc.

Ask clieot to describe a tyPicål ûr k) J.Ln¡lo. degree of independenc¿ o¡ dependence

on others, most frequent and signrfi.st .{rìt¡-ts, who 8nd bow often s€€n'

Ask clieot role erp€ctstions of self ¡n¡J !¡¡?trv?r.



6. Hsve client rePort recelt crisis in fanily life.'

7, Ask if there is alcohol use, drug us€, meltâl illness, or behaviour dyscontrol rmong

household or familY members.

8. Ask directly if patient has experienced:

a. Beilg shoved, shaken, or hit (record verbatim; when, where oo body, examine

MY)'

b, Being left alone, tied to chair or bed, or left locked in room (record verbatin¡

when a¡d duratioû).

c. Having motrey or property taken or signed ôver to som€one else Determi¡e

curent assets' financial ståtus (sP€cify).

d. Witbloldi¡g of food or medication or oedic¿l c:re, being over-sedated with

m€dic¡tion o¡ alcohol'

e. Being lhreatened or experiences fear of caregiver'

9. Assess how client responds in sihrålions lisled 8bove.

10. Ask client how he/she copes with stress and upsetting i¡cidents'

I l. Assess degree of patient's dependenc.e on csregiver alone for fi¡a¡cial, physical and/or

emotional suPPort'

Phvsic¿l Exam

l. I¡ medical setting, I srandâfd comprehensive exsmi.Dstion should be completed on a

gowned undressed Patient (Âo exceptioos). In home, atteúPt review of body wh-rle

protecli.ng client's nodestY.

2. lf injury is due to a¡ ecaident, document circumsts¡c€s (i'e', clie¡l was pushed' clieot

was balance problèm, Peiient wss drowsy f¡om nedic:tions s¡d fell)'



3. Exanine closely for effects of uodermedicåtion' overm€dicåtion, assess nulrition ,

hygiene, and personal c:re for evideqce of abuse/neglect (i.e., dehydration or

mal¡ourishment without ill¡ess-relsted caus€).

4. Assess for

a. Burns, unusual location or tYPe

b. Physical or thermal injury on bead, scalp, or facæ.

c. Bruises and haematomes:

(l) Bilaterally on soft parts ofbdy, not over bony promi.nences (knees a¡d

elbows). lnner arn/thigh bruises a¡e very suspicious.

(2) Clustered es froñ rep€åted slrikinS.

(3) Shape srmilar to atr objecl or thumb/finger prints.

(4) Presence of old and new bruises at the samo time as f¡om repeated

injury, injuries i¡ different sl-ages of resolulion'

Dating of Bruises

0-2 days swollen, tender

0-5 days red'blue

5-7 days green

7-10 days Yellow

10-14 dåys b¡own

24 weeks cleer

(5) Presence of bruises afrer changing health care provider or after

prolonged absence f¡om health care agency'

d. Ment¡l slàtus end neurologiel exam chaoges from previous level'



e. Fracrures, f¡lls, or evidence of physical restrai-ût. Contrsctur€s mÂy indicste

conhnement for long Periods.

f. Ambulation st¡tus: Poor aDbulslion 6ây be suggestive of sexual asseult o¡ other

'bidden' injunes.

5. Observe and Document

a. Size, colour, shape, and loc¿tion of i¡jury. Use sketch sheet and/o¡ take

photographs.

b. No new lesions during patient's hoçitalization.

c. Femily/caregive(s) do Dot visit or show concem'

d. ClieDt's affect and nonverbal behaviour: abnormal/suspicious behaviour ofclient

- extr€E€ly fe¿rful or agitated, overly quiet and passive, or expressing fear of

cåf€8lvef'

e. Your intuition thåt sll is not well between patient and caregiver'

f. Client<¡regiver inleraction: if the eregiver yells st client Ând client yells back,

determi-ûe if they 'ne€d' to yell at eåch othe¡ and/or if this is a long-term pâttem

wiù which both are coEforlsble. Oo the contrary, if the verbal tbreåts or

yelling incidents sre "new' behaviours atrd the contenls of the yelli'og i-ndicate

esc¿lation towârd more abusive acts or severe verbal abuse' the pracliliooer

should be concemed.

6. I¡ medical setting, diegnostic procedures as hdicåted by history or exan may i-nclude:

a. Radiologiel screening for fuactu¡es o¡ evidence of physicrl restraint'

b. Metabolic screening for nutrition¡I, electrolyte, or endocrine abnornality'

e. Toxicology screening or drug levels fo¡ ove¡- o¡ undern€dicålion'



d. Haematology screening for coagulation defect when abnornal bleeding or

bruising is documented.

e. CAT scan for major change in neurologicel ståtus or hesd trauns tb'et could

result i¡ suHural heenåtoúÂ.

f. Gynaecological procedures to rule out STD from sexual assault.

Interview with Caregiver

'Thank you for waiting while i¡terviewed your rrpth€r. Now i!'s your tum' I need your help'

I am doing an þsychosocial) ass€ssment ol r'}ur nxrlher's cuff€trt fu.octio¡.i¡g and situation in

order to dèt€rmine whel services are sppropn¡lÉ ¡l lhts time. I would like !o sP€nd some time

with you and hav€ you tell me your perccP(r(ìo "l h)* lhings ere here.'

l. 'Tell me what you want tne to k¡(t'- .¡ìr¡¡ your mother.'

2. 'Wh¡t is her oedic¿l condition l \11'¡¡¡ nrj¡c¡nc does she take?'

3. "Whst ki¡d of c¡¡e does she ralurrt "

4. 'How i¡volved are you with your mrlrr'r cveryday activities a¡d c¿re?'

5. 'Whst do you expect her to do for h.'r-l/"

ó. 'What does she expect you to do frr lu'

a. A¡d do You do lhose tàrn¡'

b. Ars You sble to do thcm'

c. Have you had any dilliçuirr'' ll ìu¡ krnd?'

7. 'Please de.scribe how you sPÈnd ¡ rrf.l.d J.r '

8. 'How do you c¡Pe with having kr -!.! hr rti¡r mother all tbe time?'

9. 'Do you have suPPofs or resPrlc .¡¡¡' \lìrr ¡nd what? A¡e there other siblings who

help?'



lO. 'What responsibilities do you have outside the home? Do you work? What are your

hours? What do you do?'

I I . 'Would you mhd telling me what your i¡come is?' (lf this queslion s€ems touchy to lhe

caregiver, ssy, "l just wondered if your family c¡¡ afford the pills she ne€ds to tåke.'

At the såme lim€ you are ass€ssing the caregiver's degree of dependence on the elderly

clieôl's i¡come/Pensions/assels. )

12. "ls your mother's Social Security chc{k drrÈctly deposit€d i¡ the ba¡k?'

13, "Who owns this house? Do you prv rq¡l I Whose nane is oa the deed?'

14. "lf you help your rrother pay her brllr. hr\r do you dó it? [s your name oo her eccou¡t?

Ðo you håve power of attomeyl ùÞ rl h¡vc a durable clause? When did you 8et it?'

Ssve mor€ delicate ouestions for lest:

l. 'You know those bruises on your û¡)drr . rrm (he¡d, nos€' etc'). How do you suppose

she got lhem?" (Document respQo* r crh.l¡m. If possible, follow up with request that

câregiver demonslrate how injurl rut hrrc heppened.)

2. 'Your mother is suffering from n¡J¡rx¡n¡àtænt and/or debydration', or 'Your mother

seems rather u¡demourished and tbr¡. L* ,h you tbink she 8ot this way?'

'ls there any re¡son you wailsl rl¡' kn¡ t,r t* medical c¡re for your mother?'

"Cari-ng for sotrleotre 8s imparrcd o r,¡¡r mûrcr is' is a difficult task' Have you ever

felt so frustrsted with her that tr¡¡ rt ¡ìàcJ b.r ¡ little h¡¡der tb¡n you expected? How

ebout hitt!¡g or slapping herl \l'tu¡ s€rr làÉ c I rcumsta¡c.as?' (Reco¡d verbatim.)

'Have you ever bad to tie your Í¡{Ìr.r kì | l¡J or chsir, or lock her in a room when you

go out a! úght?'

6. 'Have the¡e boen times when you'rc vcllct ¡¡ her or tbrestened her verbally?'

1

4.



Sisns of high-risk situåtion:

l. Alcohol use, drug abuse, and/or mental ill¡ess in caregiver's residenc¿.

2. Caregiver is alieneted, socially isolated, has poor self inage.

3. Ceregiver is young, immature, ând behaviour i¡dic¿tes own dependency needs have trot

beên met.

4. Caregiver is forced by circumsta.nces to cåre for Patient wbo is u¡wanted

5. Caregiver is unemployed, without sufficient firnds, dependent on client for housi-ng and

money.

6. Caregiver's a¡d/or client's poor heslth or ch¡onic illne'ss may exacærbate poor

rÊlstionship.

7, CsreSiverexhibitsabnormalbêhaviour,e.g,overlyhostileorfn¡strated,s€cretive,shows

little concem, demotrstrates poor self-control, 'blames' client, exhibits exaggerated

defensivene¡s and denial, lacks physiel cotrtåct, lscks facial or eye contsct with client.

shows overconcem regârdirg coÍ€cti-ûg client's bed behaviour, visits Pstient with alcohol

on bresth.

Collaterel Contåcæ

l. Do collateral contacts promptly before cáregiver atteEPLs to collude with Patient'

2. Numþr of contscts Eåy ratr8e from 2 to 17.

Diagaosis

lntegråte pstietrt history, physicrl exam, caregiver history, snd collateml c¡ntact informÂtion.

l. No evidence for elder abuse/neglect

2. Suspicion of neglect

3. Suspicion of abusei



4. Positive for abuse/neglect' gross negl€ct

Types of Clients (Billamore & Bergrun' l98l)

l. Comp€tenl,consenting

2. ComPetent, ooncoDsenti-û8

3. I¡comp€teDt

4. Emergency



INTERVENTION OPîIONS

Agency/Professional l¡terveution

lndirect I¡tervention

t. Documentåtion ' review of charl may later poi¡l to abus€'

2, RePoftilg . mos! stâles have Adult Protective servicej Units. ApproxiEÂtely 40 states

have some form of reporting l8w, some are mandatory rePorling laws, some 8re voluntafy

reporting laws.

3. Referrel out' refer the cåse to another agency for follow'up'

Direct Intervenlioo to Cli€nt

l. Diagnostic Plan

a. Geriatric evaluation te¡n home visit or i¡+linic assessment

b. Short hospital stsy or rep€åted contsct for further rssessment and case plaming'

2. Therapeutic Plan

a. RePe¿ted home visits or sPpointments h offic€ to Ssin trust, to P€rsusde and

bargarn with elderly client, to helP elder with decision making, ventilation'

problem solving (tåkss up to two years)'

b.Legalintefvention.uselesstfestrictiveoPliontoth€exten!possible(seescsle

of legal intewentions), i.e., apply for guardianship or protective paye€ ståtus;

Press charges and/or Pros€cute'

c. Fi¡ancisl crisis iltervention:

(l) Call lhe ba¡k to plece a.n alert on the âc¡ount'

(2\ Transport the clietri lo the bs¡k to discuss the iscident with the bs¡Ì

nunager.



(3) Bring bank persomel to the clie¡t's home.

(4) Repof lhe incident(s) to the Socisl Security officc.

(5) Attempt to void the client's siSnÂture on forns signed without the

client's knowledge or recall, o¿ forms signed under duress, or wheu the

client most likely was legally i-ocomPetent.

3. Education Plan/Empowerment Trainrng to acquire/strengthen positive, Powerful

self-imåge.

a. Ass€rtiveness training.

b. How to fend off an attackcr

c, How to cere bettet for s¿lf trr ruJuce dependency on caregiver'

d. Advise elder not to havc (rài.r\.hl€ P.ltem of behÂviour (i.e., change walkilg

route regularly when Sornt t¡) ¡ü fmm store' b8¡k' efc.).

4. Environmentsl change - use ùe lc.t¡ Gt¡ncl¡ve envi¡onmenlal oPtion to the êxtent

possible (see range of interventronrt

a. Block watch.

b. Move to safer place, i.c.. eklcri v lxxstng, another friend, relative' adult foster

hone, boarding home.

c, Home imP¡ovemenls.

d. Incressed contects oulsrJ. 'l lL 'íE ¡ c.. day{åre centre.

5. Advoecy/ResourcæLinkage

a. Assist elde¡ with oblatntn¡ æd..n'rrhæls, chorework servic¿.

b. Linl elder to nstural helrrn rrJ '¡rtclcepers" '

c. TelephoÂe checks, i.e., DId A {¡¡e



[, Therapeutic Plan

a. Repeated home or ofñce visits for farnily counsellilS to clarify role exp€ctatioos

and reduc€ cotrflict.

b. Respite c¡¡e for elder to give careSiver a resl,

c. Obtain cash gratrts for caregiver when possible.

2. Educ¡tional Pla¡

a, Group programs - communtt¡'*tdc rnform¡tion meetings and sn¡ll i¡foroel

discussion ofgroups. Provtd. tn tonrution on àging resources and rging P¡oc€ss'

mutual problem solving ¡¡xJ .upgrrt Help improve ability to coPe with elder

and to recognize own nÈ.rl rrt.,l l¡Íl¡lsllons.

b. I¡dividual conlscts, arttc lcâ r( t c rplera 'normal' dependetrcy of aging, " senility' ,

Alzheimer's dis€ås€, etc

3. Resource linkage

a, Strengthen resou¡ces a¡d ¡¡x ¡d ruppons available to c:regivers' i.e., cho¡ework.

hone health ¡ide.
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Overview of the Process of Intervention
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Appeodix E

Responses to Consumer Satisfection Questionnaire

l' How would you rate the quelily of s€rvic€?

Excellent (5)

Cood (l)

2. Did you get the ki¡d of service you wa¡ted?

Yes, generallY (3)

Ye's, definitelY (3)

3. To whÂt extent has our progrem met your ne€ds?

Almost 8ll of my needs have b€en met (3)

Most of mY needs have b€€n met (3)

4. If a friend were i¡ need of similar helP would you recom.mend our Program to him'/her?

definitely (ó)

5, How sstisfied a¡e you with the amount of help you received?

Very s¿tisfied (6)

6, Have the servicæs you received helped you to de¡l no¡e effectively with your problems?

Yas they have helP€d I gre¡t deål (4)

Yes theY heve helP€d somewhat (2)

7. b an overall, geaeral seose, how satisñed are you with lhe service you received?

vefy sstisñed (5)

Mostly satisfied (l)

8, If you were to seek help again, would you come b¡ck to our program?



Yes definitely (ó)

Com.Eents

Two geoeral theEes were expressed ia this cstegory:

l. Appreciation for the oppornrnity to com.munic¡t€

2. APpreciation fo¡ the resPect and empathy demonstrâted'

The student recognizes the liditations of this questio¡¡eire' Not only doas the social

desirability factor ne€d to be considered but also the fact that those individuals who co¡sidered

the i¡tervention Bol to be helpful resisted engagement and were therefore not available to coEplete

the questioDfaire (Mrs. A's dsughter, Mrs. D's son, Mrs. E's husbend and Mrs. F's busband).

It is re¡sonsble to sssume thåt those i¡dividu¡ls who exercised their free choice to

conthue psrticipsting in the ¡¡tefventioû would be experiencing some degree of satisfaction'



ltre Client SaÈisfaction CueqÈionnaire (CSQ)

Please help us improve our Progra¡u by answering soriie questions about
the services you have received. we are interested in your honest
opinions, sheÈher Èhey are positive or negative. Please answer all
oi ttr" quesÈions. we also welcome your co¡nme¡r ts añã-õ99êEEì3ñ--
mãñF you ./ery much, we appreciaÈe your heIP.

CIRCLE YOUR ÀNSWER

How would you rate

{
Excellent

Did you get the kind
9

No defini Èely
n9b

To !,hats extenË has

{
ÀlInosÈ all
of rny needs
have been met

the qualiÈy of service you received?1.

2.

3.

4.

3
Good

2
Fair

I
Poo r

of service you wânted?

3
No not
reaIIy

'2r
Yes generally Yes definiceLy

our Program met your needs'?

32J.
Most of my only a few of l¡one of mY

needs have rny needs have needs have
been met been met . been met

If a friend were in need of sinil¿r
our progra¡¡¡ Èo him,/her?

help, erould you reconanend

2l43
No definitety No f don'È Yca I think

sonot think so

5. How satisfied are you with the .rrîounÈ of heLp you

4

Quite
dissatisfied

3
Indi fferen t or
mildly
dissatisfied

2
rþs tlY
s¿ Èisfied

Yes de finitely

rece i ved?

.I
Ve ry
satisfied

( ovER)



Have the services yóu received helped you co deal rÎore effeceively
Hich your problems? 

3 ? .,^ _l^.,
Yes tl¡ey have ves ihey l¡o Èhey No they seemed

helped a great iäi"îãip"a realry didn't to make thinss
deal someçhat helP . 

e'orse

In an overall, general sense' horJ satisfied are you triÈh' the

service You recei ved?

43r
very llos ItY . Indifferenc ouite
satisfied iãii=?i"a !i.i:tÎlit"u 

ut'satisfied

If you lrere to seek helP again' would you come back Èo our prdgram?'

432L
No definitely No I don't Ye: I Yes definitely
noC think so think so

(

t.

ÀDDITIONÀ! COMMENÎS :

PLEÀSE ÀTÎÀCH ÀDOIîIONAL SIIEETS IF YOU WISTi

(
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QUAl,I TY
ELDER ÀBUSE

APPENOf X G

ÀSSURÀNCE FORM
AND NEGLECT PROTOCOL

CASE NÃ}lE:

CASE NO,

WORKERI S NÀME

I.

TI.

Criteria for Social work Involvernent net

Social work Intervent ion

A. Emergency Measures

B. As sessment
From Patient

DemograPhic

Living Arrangement
TransPortation
Self-care abi 1i tY

TYPicaI day

Contaiùs outside residence

Pâtient's role exPectations of self
Patient's role exPectations
of caregiver
Patient's reported abuse by caregi'ver

Patient' s coping ski I ls
Patient' s dePendence on caregiver

Goldfarb scale score

From caregiver
DemograPhi c

TYPicaI daY

Outside contacts
Substance abuse/mental illness in
careg iver t s residence
Caregiver alienation' isolation '
Poor sel f-image
Caregiver leveI of Psychosocial
func t ion
caregiver reasons for giving care

cont i nued



Elder Abuse and NegLect Protocol
- Àudit Form -

B. Assessment
From Caregiver (cont ' )

Caregiver care models bY historY
Caregiver' s,/Patient' s health status

caregiver I s knowledge re: patientrs
health and care

Caregiver's exPectation of Patient
caregiver's own role exPectation

caregiver ' s maturity' ¡nanneri srns

Difficulties experienced in carinq
for Patient
caregiver's resPonse to di f fi cul ti es

caregiver's concerns re: correcting
Patiént's bad behaviors
what caregiver does

caregivers coPing ¡nechani sms

À]ternative Living Arrangement
for Pátient
SuPport systems available to caregiver

C. P 1 a n

Elder Abuse'/Neg lect identi f ication

iontribuÈory factors
DeveLoPment of care Plans

D. O u t c o m e

Plans achieved
I f rlot , why not

Ill.criteriaforTerminatingsociall,¡orklntervention
P1ans achieved
Patient,/caregiver refuses service

Patient di scharged

Patient exPires

Page 2

continued ...



Elder Abuse and Neglect Protocol
- Audit Form -

COMI*IENT :

,)
a

i

: OualitY Àssurance Conmittee
f õePartment of Social Work

; Haiborview Medical center
I
:

Audltor u4 Lc


